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FISH-NEWSIE:  Would you rather have a paper that gives you the news, 
or one that gives you warts?

FROG-NEWSIE:  For the last time, frogs don’t cause warts!
FISH-NEWSIE:  Which’ll it be, sweetkins?
ALICE:  Well, what’s the difference between the two papers?
FROG-NEWSIE:  One’s written by a frog.
FISH-NEWSIE:  The other’s written by a fish.
ALICE:  Those aren’t really selling points.
FROG-NEWSIE:  What’re you trying to say?
FISH-NEWSIE:  You being a bigmouth?
ALICE:  Tell you what—just give me one of each.
FROG-NEWSIE:  Hey, hey, you got it! That’ll be two flies.
ALICE:  Two flies?
FROG-NEWSIE:  Costs two flies a copy.
ALICE:  But I don’t have two flies. (To FISH-NEWSIE.) How much for 

yours?
FISH-NEWSIE:  Two worms, but I’ll come down to a worm and a half.
FROG-NEWSIE:  I’ll match his price.
ALICE:  I’m afraid I don’t have any flies or any worms.
FROG-NEWSIE:  What do you got?
ALICE:  I’m afraid I’ve nothing to offer you.
FROG-NEWSIE:  So long, popsicle. You’re out of luck.
FISH-NEWSIE:  See you later, bright eyes.
ALICE:  Wait. The garden where the queen’s croquet match is to 

take place, I must find it. It’s one of the reasons I’ve come to 
Wonderland. (MUSIC CUE 3a:  “Dance Party Music.” EVERYONE 
dances. MUSIC OUT.)

FROG-NEWSIE:  Quickest way is through the woods there.
FISH-NEWSIE:  Straight shot.
FROG-NEWSIE:  But be careful…
FISH-NEWSIE:  There are some strange characters in those woods.
ALICE:  Stranger than a frog and fish selling newspapers?
FROG-NEWSIE:  Yup. (They start to leave, their voices trailing off.)
FISH-NEWSIE:  Read all about it!
FROG-NEWSIE:  Hot off the presses!
FISH-NEWSIE:  Get your Trout Tribune!
FROG-NEWSIE:  Get your Daily Toad!
FROG-NEWSIE/FISH-NEWSIE:  Queen to play croquet! (They’re OUT.)

VIOLET:  Or a very old one! (Unable to contain their laughter, the 
FLOWERS guffaw.)

ALICE:  (To herself.) The Cheshire Cat was right—laughing flowers! This 
must be the garden!

ROSE:  Well, well. Here comes another.
DAISY:  Similar in ways.
LILY:  Though less faded.
VIOLET:  And less withered.
ROSE:  But very mobile.
ALICE:  (Approaches the FLOWERS.) Am I mistaken, or were you just 

talking with each other?
LILY:  We can talk when there’s anybody worth talking to.
ALICE:  And can all flowers talk?
DAISY:  As well as you can. And a great deal louder.
ALICE:  I’m Alice.
VIOLET:  I’ve no recollection of a flower called Alice.
ALICE:  Well, I’m not—
ROSE:  Just the same, her face has got some sense in it, though it’s 

not a clever one.
DAISY:  Still, she’s a good color.
LILY:  I don’t care about color. If only her petals curled up a little more, 

she’d be all right.
VIOLET:  I’ve seen worse flowers.
DAISY:  Me, too.
ROSE:  Well, she’s no rose. That’s for sure.
LILY:  What’s that supposed to mean?
VIOLET:  Yeah. Are you implying you’re better than us?
ROSE:  Well, yes, I am. Isn’t it generally accepted that roses are the 

loveliest of flowers?
DAISY:  You are so high and mighty.
LILY:  Always going around like your you-know-what doesn’t stink.
ROSE:  Well, it doesn’t—I’m a rose.
VIOLET:  Oh, the gall!
LILY:  You see, this is why I can’t be around you.
ROSE:  Because you feel inferior?
LILY:  That’s it! If I could get at you, you’d be in trouble, Rosie!
VIOLET:  You’re all talk, Lily!
LILY:  Shut up, Violet!
DAISY:  Don’t tell Violet to shut up!
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FLEXIBLE CASTING
Most characters, other than ALICE, QUEEN and KING can be played as 
either male or female.

For a smaller cast, FISH-NEWSIE and FROG-NEWSIE can be doubled 
with the two CHESHIRE CATS. The role of DORMOUSE can be doubled 
with HUMPTY-DUMPTY, and CATERPILLAR with the KING.

For a larger cast, feel free to add more doors, flowers, chorus members 
and guards as desired. These roles can be non-speaking or lines can 
be redistributed.

The CHORUS PARTS allow for even more flexibility in both the size and 
gender balance of the cast.

LOWERING ITEMS FROM ABOVE

If it is not possible to have items lowered from above the stage in 
Scene Two, another option is to have a fishing pole lower items from 
offstage. For a humorous touch, an onstage CHORUS MEMBER could 
even hold the fishing pole.

The egg in Scene Nine can be lobbed on from offstage.

THE HOOKAH
In keeping with Lewis Carroll’s original work (and even how Disney 
chose to portray the character), the CATERPILLAR in this adaptation 
smokes a hookah. If a real hookah is unobtainable or not desired for 
your production, something vaguely resembling a hookah can be made 
fairly easily using a two-liter pop bottle and some hosing material.

HUMPTY-DUMPTY’S WALL
The wall should be built on a wagon which can be rolled IN with Humpty-
Dumpty already sitting on it. CHORUS MEMBERS can help roll it in, if 
needed. The wall does not need to be very high, but should conceal a 
matt or foam pad behind it to soften the actor’s fall.
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ALICE@WONDERLAND—THE MUSICAL

BASED ON THE WORKS OF LEWIS CARROLL
Adapted for the stage by JONATHAN YUKICH

Music by BILL FRANCOEUR
Lyrics by SCOTT DeTURK

with additional lyrics by BILL FRANCOEUR

CAST OF CHARACTERS
(In Order of Speaking)

# of lines

ALICE ..................................................................................... 292
WHITE RABBIT .......................................................................... 40
QUEEN OF HEARTS ................................................................... 58
CATERPILLAR ............................................................................ 21
FROG-NEWSIE ........................................................................... 23
FISH-NEWSIE ............................................................................ 19
*CHESHIRE CAT ........................................................................ 43
MAD HATTER ............................................................................ 63
MARCH HARE ........................................................................... 45
DORMOUSE .............................................................................. 20
TWEEDLEDUM .......................................................................... 37
TWEEDLEDEE ........................................................................... 32
HUMPTY-DUMPTY...................................................................... 45
KING OF HEARTS ...................................................................... 47

**CHORUS PARTS
ENSEMBLE ................................................................................. 7
DOOR ONE ............................................................................... 26
DOOR TWO ............................................................................... 17
DOOR THREE ............................................................................ 17
TINY DOOR ............................................................................... 32
LILY .......................................................................................... 15
ROSE ....................................................................................... 16
DAISY ...................................................................................... 13
VIOLET ..................................................................................... 11
QUEEN’S GUARD ONE ................................................................. 2
QUEEN’S GUARD TWO ................................................................. 2
Also, as the STORM, KITTY KAT CHORUS, and THE KING’S MEN.

*The CHESHIRE CAT is played by two actors.

**CHORUS PARTS require a minimum of four actors and can 
accommodate as many more as desired.

ALICE:  Print is so dead. Hey, wait, come back! Which way through 
the woods? (Begins to chase after them but is run over head-on by 
WHITE RABBIT, who ENTERS in high gear, as always.) Crazy rabbit!

WHITE RABBIT:  I’m late! I’m late!
ALICE:  That’s no reason to run me over!
WHITE RABBIT:  The queen’s to play croquet! She’s to play croquet!
ALICE:  I know already. Chill. Aren’t you going to help me up?
WHITE RABBIT:  (Checks his pocket watch.) No time! No time!
ALICE:  Then, at least let me follow you to the garden.
WHITE RABBIT:  You wouldn’t be able to keep up. I’m terribly tardy 

as it is!
ALICE:  You know, maybe you should take Xanax. My mom says—
WHITE RABBIT:  No time for pharmaceuticals! I’m off! I’m off! I’m off 

to the queen’s croquet! (Races AWAY.)
ALICE:  Hang on a sec! Rabbit! (Thinks about running after him, but 

he is too fast. She walks ahead. As she does, trees and shrubs are 
brought ON, transforming the stage into the woods.)

End of Scene Four

ACT ONE
Scene Five—The Cheshire Cat

Within these woods, CHESHIRE CAT APPEARS, grinning widely at ALICE. 
CHESHIRE CAT should be played by two actors, costumed identically. 
When one appears, the other disappears behind strategically placed 
trees and shrubs—two actors as one cat. This will help capture the 
elusive, vanishing quality of the cat. As the CHESHIRE CAT should 
be continuously disappearing and reappearing elsewhere, the lines 
should be divided up between the two CAT actors based on how the 
scene is staged.
ALICE:  (To herself.) Now what? A cat? (To CHESHIRE CAT.) Here, puss, 

puss. What are you doing out in these woods?
CHESHIRE CAT:  I should ask you the same thing.
ALICE:  Oh, you can speak.
CHESHIRE CAT:  This is news to you?
ALICE:  My cat Dinah, she can’t speak.
CHESHIRE CAT:  I’ll wager that she can, but chooses not to.
ALICE:  Oh, she tries, but whenever she opens her mouth, all that 

comes out is—
CHESHIRE CAT:  Meow?
ALICE:  Yes!

The world you live in Sha doo bee doo, doo wop
 sha wada wada!
Seems strange to me. Sha doo bee doo, doo wop
 sha wada wada!
But under the surface Ah.
There’s bound to be Ah.

CHESHIRE CAT/ALICE/ KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sing.)
A world of truth, a world of fantasy.
All worlds have similarity.

CHESHIRE CAT/ALICE:  (Sing.) KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sings.)
A world of truth, Sha doo bee doo, doo wop
 sha wada wada!
A world of fan…. Sha doo bee doo, doo wop
fantasy sha wada wada!

CHESHIRE CAT/ALICE/ KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sing.)
Fantasy! (KITTY KAT CHORUS EXITS. SPOTLIGHT begins to FADE on 
CHESHIRE CAT.)

ALICE:  (Speaks.) Wait. You’re fading.
CHESHIRE CAT:  (Speaks.) My grin is scheduled elsewhere.
ALICE:  (Speaks.) You’re disappearing.
CHESHIRE CAT:  (Speaks.) Perhaps we’ll meet at croquet.
ALICE:  (Speaks.) I’ll ask once more. Where is this garden?
CHESHIRE CAT:  (Speaks.) But I’ve already said.
ALICE:  (Speaks.) Why do you have to be so evasive and difficult?
CHESHIRE CAT:  (Speaks.) I’m a cat.
ALICE:  (Speaks.) Come back, please.
CHESHIRE CAT:  (Speaks.) Follow the sound of the laughing flowers... 

(SPOTLIGHT OUT. ALICE is frustrated. MUSIC OUT.)
End of Scene Three

ACT TWO
Scene Four—Garden of the Laughing Flowers

Four from the CHORUS toddle IN as FLOWERS—LILY, ROSE, DAISY and 
VIOLET. They snicker to themselves, holding back a larger laugh.
LILY:  What an odd sight she was!
ROSE:  All puffed up!
DAISY:  With nine points!
VIOLET:  And petals like stumps!
LILY:  What sort of flower do you think she was?
ROSE:  Like none I’ve ever seen.
DAISY:  Possibly she’s a new flower.

Scene Six:
Trumpet, scroll (WHITE RABBIT)
Doorknob (DOOR ONE)
Teacup, biscuit (MAD HATTER)

Scene Seven:
Cell phone (ALICE)

SOUND EFFECTS
Laughter and clanking dishes, swooshing of great wings, booming 
squawk, ominous music sting, trumpet fanfare, cell phone ring.

LIGHTING

Using SPOTLIGHTS allows characters to “APPEAR” instead of being 
seen walking on. With two actors playing CHESHIRE CAT, spotlights can 
also be used to create the illusion of the cat appearing and reappearing 
on different sides of the stage.

At the beginning of each scene, the scene title can be projected on a 
flat. Projections can also include an illustration from the book or an 
original interpretation.

COSTUME SUGGESTIONS
Characters are familiar enough where each production can decide on 
costumes based on their individual budget constraints.

ALICE should wear a modern spin on the classic look.

ANIMAL characters can be in full costumes or simply with 
representational touches such as ears and a tail for DORMOUSE, etc.

TWEEDLEDUM and TWEEDLEDEE should have matching 
schoolboy costumes.

QUEEN wears a Queen of Hearts card costume, as should the other 
“hearts” (KING, GUARDS). KING and QUEEN have crowns. QUEEN also 
wears spectacles and might carry a scepter of some sort.

CHESHIRE CAT needs to be played by two actors, so they should be 
indistinguishable, perhaps with a mask that highlights the “grin.”

FLOWERS should dress like their actual flower if not double or triple 
casted with other chorus parts.

If using extensive double or triple casting, actors playing the CHORUS 
PARTS could wear solid colors to which they add simple adornments 
for each role, e.g., pedal headpieces for the flowers, vests decorated 
with hearts for the guards, cat ears for the Kitty Kat chorus, etc.
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SET DESCRIPTION
The show is played on a bare stage. Various props are brought on to 
create a forest, a tea party, Humpty-Dumpty’s wall and a courtroom.

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
Action between scenes should flow continuously.

ACT ONE
Prologue
Scene One—Alice on the Bank
Scene Two—The Hall of Strange Doors
Scene Three—Encounter with a Caterpillar
Scene Four—Read All About It!
Scene Five—The Cheshire Cat
Scene Six—A Mad Tea Party
Scene Seven—Tweedledum and Tweedledee

ACT TWO
Scene One—The Jabberwock!
Scene Two—Humpty-Dumpty and His Wall
Scene Three—The Cheshire Cat Returns
Scene Four—Garden of the Laughing Flowers
Scene Five—The Queen of Hearts
Scene Six—Alice on Trial
Scene Seven—Alice on the Bank

SEQUENCE OF MUSICAL NUMBERS
ACT ONE

MC 1 Alice@Wonderland–Prologue...............Ensemble
MC1a The Storm ........................................Alice, Chorus
MC1b Dance Party Music ............................Instrumental
MC1c Dance Party Music ............................Instrumental
MC 2 It’s a Wonderful Place ........................Tiny Door, Chorus
MC2a Alice’s Transformation ........................Instrumental
MC2b Dance Party Music ............................Instrumental
MC 3 Too Much Information ........................Caterpillar, Alice
MC3a Dance Party Music ............................Instrumental
MC4 We’re All Mad ....................................Cheshire Cat, Kitty 

Kat Chorus

CHESHIRE CAT:  Oldest trick in the book. It’s not that she doesn’t talk. 
It’s that she doesn’t talk to you.

ALICE:  That’s a very cruel thing to assume.
CHESHIRE CAT:  I assume nothing.
ALICE:  Can you tell me which way I ought to go from here?
CHESHIRE CAT:  That depends a good deal on where you want to get 

to.
ALICE:  At this point, I don’t much care where—
CHESHIRE CAT:  Then, it doesn’t matter which way you go.
ALICE:  —so long as I get somewhere.
CHESHIRE CAT:  Oh, you’re sure to do that if you only walk enough. 

In that direction lives a Hatter, and in that direction lives a March 
Hare. Over there is the house of Tweedledum and Tweedledee, and 
along that way you ‘ll find Humpty-Dumpty on his wall. Visit any you 
like. They’re all mad.

ALICE:  But I don’t want to go among mad people.
CHESHIRE CAT:  Oh, you can’t help that. (MUSIC CUE 4:  “We’re All 

Mad.” KITTY KAT CHORUS ENTERS. Speaks.) We’re all mad here. I’m 
mad. My Kitty Kats are mad... You’re mad.

ALICE:  (Speaks.) How do you know I’m mad?
CHESHIRE CAT:  (Speaks.) You must be, or you wouldn’t have come here.
CHESHIRE CAT:  (Sings.) KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sings.)

Well, have you heard the Meow.
good news?
Could be it’s really bad news.
No news is good news ‘less Meow.
it’s bad news
Or the other way around.
Our news is most astounding Meow.
And often quite dumbfounding.
It makes a stray cat wanna Meow.
just sing the blues.
News full of contradictions. Meow.
Headlines with bold predictions. Meow.
Always distorting their reporting Meow.
With a purpose to confound. Meow.
Though always disagreeing, Meow.
One thing I’m guaranteeing, Purr, purr! Meow.
There’s one description that will Scratch, scratch! Meow.
Surely amuse. Bite, bite! Meow.
 Meow, meow.

Your world has laughing flowers.
I’d say, a place like that
Sounds sad indeed.
Now that you find yourself
At a place where all paths lead,
Choose wisely before you proceed.
It doesn’t sound like

KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sings.) CHESHIRE CAT:  (Sings.)
Sha la la la! Your world has any patience.
Sha la la la! A place where time goes by,
Sha la la la! Before one knows.
Sha la la la! Time crawls, it can’t fly,
Ooo… And why, do you suppose?

CHESHIRE CAT/KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sing.)
With no wings, time just slowly flows.

CHESHIRE CAT:  (Sings.) KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sings.)
The world you live in Sha doo bee doo, doo wop
 sha wada wada!
Seems to be in a hurry. Sha doo bee doo, doo wop
 sha wada wada!
The world you live in Sha doo bee doo, doo wop
 sha wada wada!
Sounds unaware. Sha doo bee doo, doo wop
 sha wada wada!
If you are here now, Ah.
How could you be there? Ah.

CHESHIRE CAT/KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sing.)
Be in the moment that we share.

ALICE:  (Sings.)   KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sings.)
I feel so lost here Sha la la la!
With no sense of direction. Sha la la la!
I know I don’t fit in and Sha la la la!
I’m so dismayed. Sha la la la!
It’s such a strange land. Ooo…
These aren’t the plans I’d made.

ALICE/KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sing.) It’s so hard not to be afraid!
CHESHIRE CAT/ALICE:  (Sing.) KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sings.)

The world we live in Sha doo bee doo, doo wop
 sha wada wada!
Is more than just appearance. Sha doo bee doo, doo wop
 sha wada wada!

PRODUCTION NOTES

PROPERTIES ONSTAGE
ACT ONE

Scene Five:  Trees, shrubs
Scene Six:  Table, four chairs, teapot, teacups
Scene Seven:  Tree

ACT TWO
Scene Two:  Humpty Dumpty’s wall
Scene Six:  Two thrones, witness stand, benches

PROPERTIES BROUGHT ON
ACT ONE

Scene One:
Cell phone (ALICE)
Pocket watch (WHITE RABBIT)

Scene Two:
Doorknob (DOORS ONE-THREE, TINY DOOR)
Key on a string, bottle on string with “Drink Me” note attached, 

small box on string with cake and note that reads “Eat Me” 
(STAGE CREW or CHORUS MEMBER)

Scene Three:
Hookah pipe (CATERPILLAR)

Scene Four:
Newspapers in satchel (FROG-NEWSIE, FISH-NEWSIE)
Pocket watch (WHITE RABBIT)

Scene Six:
Pocket watch (MAD HATTER)

Scene Seven:
Umbrella (TWEEDLEDUM)

ACT TWO
Scene Two:

Cell phone (ALICE)
Egg (STAGE CREW or CHORUS)

Scene Four:
Flamingo-shaped croquet mallet (KING OF HEARTS, QUEEN 

OF HEARTS)
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MC 5 Tea Time...........................................Mad Hatter, March 
Hare, Dormouse

MC5a Dance Party Music ............................Instrumental
MC 6 Alice’s Dreams ..................................Mad Hatter, March 

Hare, Dormouse, 
Chorus

MC 7 Yo, Here We Go .................................Tweedledee, 
Tweedledum

MC 8 The Jabberwock Is Coming .................Tweedledee, 
Tweedledum, Alice, 
Chorus

ACT TWO
MC8a Entr’Acte–Alice’s Dreams ...................Instrumental
MC 9 Jabberwocky .....................................Chorus with 

soloists
MC 10 Call Up the King ................................Humpty Dumpty, 

Alice, King’s Men
MC 11 The World You Live In.........................Cheshire Cat, Kitty 

Kat Chorus, Alice
MC 12 This Is Wretched! ..............................Queen of Hearts, 

King of Hearts
MC 13 Off with Her Head! .............................Queen of Hearts, 

King of Hearts, 
Chorus

MC 14 Why? ................................................Alice, Chorus
MC14a Alice’s Dreams–Optional Reprise ........Ensemble
MC14b Curtain Call–Off With Her Head ..........Instrumental

We’re all mad! All mad!
Every last one of us is 
quite mad! Quite mad!
Don’t assume for a minute 
you’re immune.
We’re all mad! All mad!
It’s a fact, can’t refuse it! 
Jabbering, jibbering mad! Jabbering, jibbering mad!
And we’re just about to lose it And we’re just about to lose it!
Some news is idiotic Meow.
Absurd, a bit psychotic Meow.
Harebrained and silly, willy-nilly Meow.
It’s how tightly we are wound. Meow.
Like watches, springs a-popping, Meow.
We’re hopping, never stopping. Purr, purr! Meow.
Like rabbits, frogs and cuddly Scratch, scratch! Meow.
Pink kangaroos. Bite, bite! Meow.
 Meow, meow.
We’re all mad! All mad!
Every last one of us is 
quite mad! Quite mad!
Don’t assume for a minute 
you’re immune.
We’re all mad! All mad!
It’s a fact, can’t refuse it! 
Jabbering, jibbering mad! Jabbering, jibbering mad!
And we’re all about to lose it! And we’re all about to lose it!
Yes, we’re all mad! All mad! 

CHESHIRE CAT/ KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sing.)
Every last one of us is quite mad!
Don’t assume for a minute you’re immune.
We’re all mad!
It’s a fact, can’t refuse it!
Jabbering, jibbering mad!
And we’re all about to lose it!

KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Spoken softly.) Meow.
ALICE:  (Speaking.) Can’t you be still?
CHESHIRE CAT:  (Speaks.) Be still?
KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sings.) Meow.
ALICE:  (Speaks.) You keep coming and going like bad Wi-Fi. It’s 

very rude.

CHESHIRE CAT:  But you’ve come so far.
ALICE:  I just want to go home.
CHESHIRE CAT:  You can’t go home without finding the garden.
ALICE:  I’ll backtrack. I’ll retrace my steps.
CHESHIRE CAT:  What good will that do?
ALICE:  I’ll leave the way I came.
CHESHIRE CAT:  Leave? But you just arrived.
ALICE:  I feel like I’ve spent half my life in this place.
CHESHIRE CAT:  The minutes do move slower here.
ALICE:  All the more reason for me to be going.
CHESHIRE CAT:  You’ll find the going is harder than the coming.
ALICE:  Then won’t you help me find the garden?
CHESHIRE CAT:  You’re not far.
ALICE:  But which way?
CHESHIRE CAT:  Listen. You can hear it.
ALICE:  The garden?
CHESHIRE CAT:  Listen for it.
ALICE:  I don’t hear anything.
CHESHIRE CAT:  The flowers in the garden. You can hear them.
ALICE:  Hear them?
CHESHIRE CAT:  Laughing.
ALICE:  That’s ridiculous.
CHESHIRE CAT:  Perhaps you should stop saying that.
ALICE:  But flowers can’t laugh.
CHESHIRE CAT:  You prefer your flowers to be sad?
ALICE:  Flowers don’t have emotions.
CHESHIRE CAT:  Oh, no? You haven’t spent much time in gardens.
ALICE:  If my phone worked, I’d prove it.
CHESHIRE CAT:  Maybe it’s time for you to put your phone away and 

take note of the world you live in. (MUSIC CUE 11:  “The World You 
Live In.” KITTY KAT CHORUS ENTERS during the following dialogue.)

ALICE:  (Speaks.) It’s impossible to know where you stand here with 
everyone spouting such nonsense!

CHESHIRE CAT:  (Speaks.) You keep attaching these words—ridiculous, 
nonsense—to your surroundings. Consider whether these words 
are better suited for you.

ALICE:  (Speaks.) But, come on, laughing flowers? Really!
CHESHIRE CAT:  (Speaks.) Again, you’ve missed my point. (Sings.)

It doesn’t sound like

Some day we’ll return in stardust and moonbeams,
Fantastic creations of Alice’s dreams. (MUSIC OUT.)

CURTAIN CALL
MUSIC CUE 14b:  “Curtain Call–Off With Her Head.”

1
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ALICE@WONDERLAND—THE MUSICAL

Prologue
AT RISE:  MUSIC CUE 1:  “Alice@Wonderland-Prologue”
ENSEMBLE:  (ENTERS and sings.) Alice at Wonderland

With her latest and smartest phone in hand.
Alice at Wonderland.
She is tweeting and texting in a whirl.
When out of the blue comes
Oh, you-know-who to
Push all the buttons of this girl,
Taking her down into another world
That shapes and morphs,
It shrinks and dwarfs that
Alice at Wonderland!
Out of range, out of touch, no wireless band.
Alice at Wonderland!
Signals all busy, leaves her in a tizzy.
Too dizzy to understand!
Alice at Wonderland!
Way beyond anything that she had planned.
Alice at Wonderland!
Meeting creatures and characters bizarre!
With clocks madly spinning,
Cats slyly grinning.
No GPS says where you are.
Eggs getting cracked,
And subjects getting hacked.
In fact, even the doors react to
Alice at Wonderland!
No dot net, no dot org and no dot com.
Just Alice at Wonderland!
Faking her way, while acting with aplomb,
She takes the stand.
She is Alice at Wonderland! (ENSEMBLE EXITS. MUSIC OUT.)

End of Prologue

ACT ONE
Scene One—Alice on the Bank

LIGHTS UP on ALICE speaking on her cell phone.
ALICE:  (Giddy.) It… has… everything! Blazing speed, unlimited text 

and talk! (Beat.) Well, sure it has apps. What’s the use of a smart 
phone without apps?

CHESHIRE CAT:  (Speaks.) What can I say? I’m mad.
KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Speaks.) We’re all mad. (They giggle.)
CHESHIRE CAT/KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sing.) Meow. (MUSIC OUT.)
CHESHIRE CAT:  Do you play croquet with the queen today?
ALICE:  Oh, I’d like to very much! But I wasn’t invited.
CHESHIRE CAT:  Have you played before?
ALICE:  Never. I hardly know the game at all.
CHESHIRE CAT:  Well, you needn’t an invitation, so long as you have 

the proper equipment.
ALICE:  A mallet and ball?
CHESHIRE CAT:  A hedgehog and flamingo.
ALICE:  I don’t see what those have to do with croquet.
CHESHIRE CAT:  How would you know if you haven’t played?
ALICE:  I’m getting a headache talking to you.
CHESHIRE CAT:  Is it my purr?
ALICE:  It’s your grin.
CHESHIRE CAT:  I’m of the opinion that more cats should grin. We’d 

have a much rosier reputation.
ALICE:  I somehow doubt that. (MUSIC CUE 5:  “Tea Time.” [NOTE:  This 

cue continues into the following scene.])
CHESHIRE CAT:  (Speaks.) Ah, the tea party’s underway. I wonder if 

they’ve saved me a seat. No matter if they haven’t. I can never 
stay. It’s just nice to be thought of. I’ll be on my way now, and I’ll 
be taking my grin with me! (EXITS with KITTY KAT CHORUS. ALICE 
watches the cats go as chairs and a table with settings for tea are 
brought ON).

End of Scene Five

ACT ONE
Scene Six—A Mad Tea Party

MAD HATTER and MARCH HARE sit at one end of the table. DORMOUSE 
sits between them and is half asleep.
MAD HATTER:  (Sings.) Tea time!
MARCH HARE:  (Sings.) Tea time!
DORMOUSE:  (Sings.) Tea time!
MARCH HARE/DORMOUSE/MAD HATTER:  (Sing.)

Sippin’ a hot cup of tea.
We’re civilized as can be.
Pinky salutes, dressed in our best suits
As we lift up our cups daintily.

Filled with this feeling of dread.
I always sense that my bottom is just about to roll.
This balance issue’s begun to take its toll.
Scared of the “big fall,”
Teetering here on this wall.
(R&B scream.) Ah! Ow! (Shouts.) Call up the king!
(Sings.) Tell him Humpty’s just about to splat!
(Speaks.) Call up the king!
(Sings.) I won’t look good, sprawled out flat!
Bring all the king’s horses and all the king’s men.
I’m prayin’ they can glue this egg together again.
(Speaks.) Call up the king!
Tell him Humpty’s just about to crash!
Call up the king!
(Sings.) I’ll end up (Speaks.) scrambled with a smash!
(Sings.) Bring all the king’s horses and all the king’s men.
I’m prayin’ they can glue this egg together again.
(Speaks.) Ow! I’m slipping! I’m slipping! Call the king! Call the king! 
(Falls behind the wall, out of sight.) Ahhhh!

ALICE:  (Speaks.) Are you all right? (An actual egg falls from above, 
going splat CENTER STAGE. [See PRODUCTION NOTES.]) Oh, no, 
that’s not good. (CHORUS ENTERS as the KING’S MEN, riding on 
their horses, which should be mimed. They clean up the egg and 
help HUMPTY-DUMPTY OFF in an orderly, business-like fashion. 
ALICE watches in shock.)

KING’S MEN:  (Sing as they work.)
All the king’s horses and all the king’s men
Couldn’t glue Humpty back together again!
I say, all the king’s horses and all the king’s men
Couldn’t glue Humpty back together again!
All the king’s horses and all the king’s men
Couldn’t glue Humpty back together again!
I say, all the king’s horses and all the king’s men
Couldn’t glue Humpty back together again! (The CHORUS also 
takes the wall OFF with them as they EXIT and the CHESHIRE CAT 
APPEARS behind ALICE in a SPOTLIGHT. MUSIC OUT.)

End of Scene Two

ACT TWO
Scene Three—The Cheshire Cat Returns

CHESHIRE CAT:  How are you getting on?
ALICE:  I’ll never find this garden.

Preparing to die.
Now I’m standing here
In total shock,
My only question, why?
Why did I take this journey?
My courage put to task
Facing the strangest situations
Here forever left to ask…
(LIGHTS UP DIM on ENTIRE ENSEMBLE as the ENTER.)

ALICE/ENSEMBLE:  (Sing.) Why don’t all poems
End with a rhyme?
Why don’t all flowers laugh?
Why can’t we slow time?
Why don’t all doors lead
Where we want to go?
Why don’t all cats smile
And talk a while
About the things they know?
Though these questions may linger,
One lesson I have learned.
We shouldn’t fear things we don’t understand
Or things we hadn’t planned,
Let your mind expand…
In Wonderland. (LIGHTS FADE on ALL except ALICE who is 
SPOTLIGHTED. SOUND EFFECT:  CELL PHONE RINGS three times. 
On the third ring, ALICE answers the phone.)

ALICE:  (Speaks.) This is Alice. (BLACKOUT. MUSIC OUT.)
END OF MUSICAL

LIGHTS UP. OPTIONAL REPRISE—MUSIC CUE 14a:  “Alice’s Dreams–
Reprise.” (NOTE:  If not performing this optional number, segue directly 
into CURTAIN CALL.)
ENSEMBLE:  (ENTERS singing.) Lida loo, lida lay,

Lida dum, dee dum day!
In her dozing whimsy we’ve all come to play.
Nonsensical characters, weaving our spell.
As long as she slept we were alive, all was well.
Lida loo, lida lee,
Lida dum, dee dum dee!
We are tripping about in her mad reverie.
We tested her reason while having our fun,
But now she’s awakened and our fun is done.
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WHITE RABBIT:  (ENTERS and passes by in a frenzy.) Oh, dear! Oh, 
dear! I shall be late!

ALICE:  Ugh, hold on a sec. (To WHITE RABBIT, snarky.) Hey, can you 
pipe down? I’m on the phone—thanks.

WHITE RABBIT:  I’m late! I’m late!
ALICE:  Seriously? Take it down a notch. (WHITE RABBIT rushes 

OFF. ALICE returns to her phone.) Hey, you still there? Great. 
Now, my phone’s dead. Thanks a lot, rabbit! (Sighs and puts 
her phone away.)

WHITE RABBIT:  (ENTERS again, darting about. He pauses, checks his 
pocket watch, demurs.) Oh, dear! Oh, dear! (Travels about the stage 
in a tizzy.)

ALICE:  (Follows him.) Hey, bunny! Do you know where I can recharge 
my phone?

WHITE RABBIT:  Oh, my ears and whiskers! How late it’s getting!
ALICE:  Is there a café close by? Somewhere I could plug it in? What’s 

your rush, rabbit? (MUSIC CUE 1a:  “The Storm.” The weather 
becomes ominous. CHORUS ENTERS dressed in black to represent 
the storm. Speaks.) Lost in the woods—no phone, no GPS. This 
must be how the pioneers felt! And now—just fabulous!—it looks 
like rain. Oh, what an ugly storm! (CHORUS grumbles at the insult 
as ALICE slogs through the storm, chasing after WHITE RABBIT. 
Speaks.) Hey, bunny! I’m talking to you! Why don’t you slow down?! 
(At last, CHORUS shifts into a semi-circle formation, creating a rabbit 
hole, which WHITE RABBIT crosses into and briskly scampers OFF, 
out of sight. ALICE stands before the rabbit hole, contemplating. 
Speaks.) What’s this?

CHORUS:  (Speaks.) What’s it look like?
ALICE:  (Speaks.) A rabbit hole…
CHORUS:  (Muttering various ad libs.) Whiz kid. Genius. A real Isaac 

Newton.
ALICE:  (Speaks.) Is it safe?
CHORUS:  (Speaks.) Safe enough.
ALICE:  (Speaks.) I should Google it.
CHORUS:  (Speaks.) No time! (CHORUS grabs ALICE and pulls her into 

the hole. They lift her up, spin her about, then place her on her feet. 
[If this is not possible, CHORUS can twirl ALICE to and fro.] CHORUS 
then splinters off and spaces out, as ALICE is propelled around the 
stage. She is in free fall, bouncing and ricocheting off one actor and 
toward another, like a pinball.)

ALICE:  (Speaks.) I seem to be falling…

MAD HATTER:  (Sings.) It’s tea time!
MARCH HARE:  (Sings.) Tea time!
DORMOUSE:  (Sings.) Tea time!
MAD HATTER:  (Sings.) Tea time!
MARCH HARE:  (Sings.) Tea time!
DORMOUSE:  (Sings.) Tea time!
MAD HATTER:  (Sings.) Tea time!
MARCH HARE:  (Sings.) Tea time!
DORMOUSE:  (Sings.) Tea time! (MAD HATTER and MARCH HARE dance 

a hoedown while DORMOUSE sleepily claps.)
MAD HATTER:  (Sings.) It’s tea time!
MARCH HARE:  (Sings.) Tea time!
DORMOUSE:  (Sings.) Tea time!
MAD HATTER:  (Sings.) Tea time!
MARCH HARE:  (Sings.) Tea time!
DORMOUSE:  (Sings.) Tea time!
MAD HATTER:  (Sings.) Tea time!
MARCH HARE:  (Sings.) Tea time!
DORMOUSE:  (Sings.) Tea time!
MARCH HARE/DORMOUSE/MAD HATTER:  (Sing.)

Nothin’ can top off the day,
Like drinkin’ some stiff Earl Grey.
I love the kick! Cream and sugar thick,
Keeps me dancin’ the blues away.
Dancin’ the blues away.
Dancin’ the blues away! (Spoken in rhythm.) It’s tea time! 
(MUSIC OUT.)

MAD HATTER/MARCH HARE:  (On seeing ALICE.) No room! No room!
ALICE:  But there’s tons of room. (Sits at the other end of the table.)
MARCH HARE:  (Curt.) I see.
ALICE:  This spot will do, don’t you think?
MARCH HARE:  Maybe we’re waiting for others.
ALICE:  What others?
MAD HATTER:  That’s for us to know and you to believe!
ALICE:  But I don’t believe you. I think you’re lying. I think you don’t 

want me here.
MAD HATTER:  It’s true. We don’t want you here.
ALICE:  Well, I am here, and I’m not leaving, and I’d love some 

refreshments.

ALICE:  Okay then, if you say so. (Extends her hand to shake.) ’Til we 
meet again.

HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  (With contempt.) I shouldn’t know you again if we 
did meet. You’re so exactly like other people.

ALICE:  You mean my face?
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  That’s the primary complaint. Your face is the 

same as everybody has—the two eyes, nose in the middle, mouth 
under. Ho-hum. Now, if you had the two eyes on the same side of 
the nose, for instance, or the mouth at the top, then, possibly, I’d 
remember you.

ALICE:  It wouldn’t look nice.
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  That’s not the point. You see, that’s your problem. 

You don’t understand. (Senses something is wrong. MUSIC CUE 10:  
“Call Up the King.”) What’s that? Did you feel that?

ALICE:  (Speaks.) Feel what?
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  (Speaks.) Slippage.
ALICE:  (Speaks.) Slippage?
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  (Speaks.) I suddenly feel unsettled. Unhinged. 

I’m slipping!
ALICE:  (Speaks.) Slipping?
HUMPTY DUMPTY:  (Sings.) Feels like I’m slippin’ and slidin’,

Tryin’ to stay on this wall.
ALICE:  (Speaks.) Oh, dear.
HUMPTY DUMPTY:  (Sings.) Don’t want to end up collidin’

With something hard if I fall.
ALICE:  (Speaks.) Is there anything I can do?
HUMPTY DUMPTY:  (Sings.) Please don’t make a sudden shifting,

Stay calm and very still.
The slightest drifting
Could make me take a spill.
Scared of the “big fall,”
Teetering here on this wall.
(R&B scream.) Ah! Ow! (Shouts.) Call up the king!
(Sings.) Tell him Humpty’s just about to crack!
(Speaks.) Call up the king!
(Sings.) If I go, it’s with a smack!
Tell all the king’s horses and all the king’s men.
Prepare to try ‘n’ glue this egg together again.
(Speaks.) They say I’m psychotic,
(Sings.) That this is all in my head.
But my shape makes me neurotic,

QUEEN OF HEARTS:  Off with her head! (As an angry MOB, ALL begin to 
encroach on ALICE, chanting “Off with her head!” in unison.)

CROWD:  Off with her head! Off with her head! Off with her head!
ALICE:  Stay away! All of you!
CROWD:  Off with her head! Off with her head! Off with her head!
ALICE:  I’m innocent! I mean it! Stay away! (The MOB is about to nab 

ALICE when she shouts.) Wonderland! (MUSIC CUE 13a:  “Dance 
Party Music.” The angry MOB begins a joyful, exuberant dance. Once 
ended, they return to their “Off with her head!” menace about to nab 
her again. Shouts.) Wonderland!

CROWD:  (Dance again, then back to menace…) Off with her head! Off 
with her head! Off with her head!

ALICE:  (Speaks.) I want to go home!
CROWD:  (Speaks.) Off with her head! Off with her head! Off with 

her head!
ALICE:  (Shouts.) Wonderland! Wonderland! Wonderland! Wonderland! 

Wonderland! Wonderland! Wonderland! Wonderland! Wonderland! 
Wonderland! Wonderland! Wonderland! (This sends the MOB into 
a frenzy of dance, swirling and chaotic. To shield herself from the 
mob, ALICE has thrown herself to the ground, covering her head 
with her arms, in a kind of fetal position. The dance frenzy can last 
for many moments—a flurry of madness. During all the mayhem 
and commotion, the MOB clears the stage and EXITS. After much 
hubbub, MUSIC OUT. There is suddenly quiet, stillness, emptiness. 
Only ALICE, curled up asleep. A long, still pause.)

End of Scene Six

ACT TWO
Scene Seven—Alice on the Bank

Segue into MUSIC CUE 14:  “Why?” ALICE begins to wake up. Once 
awake, panicked, she looks around with caution and urgency, still 
unsure of her surroundings. She gets to her feet. After some hesitation, 
she is confident that she is safe.
ALICE:  (Sings.) How did that happen?

One simple word?
What sort of power
Must they have heard?
How did it happen?
I’m safe and alone.
Did I create it
All on my own?
One moment frightened,
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CHORUS:  (Begins to softly chant.) Down, down.
ALICE:  (Speaks.) In fact, I’m sure I’m falling…
CHORUS:  (Softly chants.) Down, down.
ALICE:  (Speaks.) There seems to be no end! (Shouts.) Echo!
CHORUS:  (Shouts.) Echo… echo… echo… echo… echo… 

echo… echo…
ALICE:  (Shouts.) Alice!
CHORUS:  (Shouts.) Alice… Alice… Alice… Alice… Alice… 

Alice… Alice…
ALICE:  (Speaks.) I must be getting somewhere near the center! That’s 

like 4,000 miles down! I wonder if I’ll fall right through the earth! 
Then, I’d be really far from home, and I bet the reception is awful 
down here. (Checks her phone.) What luck! No power and no 
service! Ugh! Verizon is the worst!

CHORUS:  (Chants.) Down, down! Down, down!
ALICE:  (Speaks.) I’m still falling.
CHORUS:  (Chants.) Down, down! Down, down!
ALICE:  (Speaks.) When will it end?
CHORUS:  (Chants.) Down, down! Down, down!
ALICE:  (Excited.) I see the bottom.
CHORUS:  (Chants.) Down, down! Down, down! Down, down! (Abruptly, 

turns out to AUDIENCE and proclaims in full-voice.) Thump! Thump! 
(MUSIC OUT.)

ALICE:  (Drops to her knees, awake and alert. Stillness at last.) Where 
am I? Where have I landed? Is this New Zealand? Or Australia?

CHORUS:  (Announces to AUDIENCE.) The hall of strange doors.
End of Scene One

ACT ONE
Scene Two—The Hall of Strange Doors

DOORS ONE, TWO and THREE leave the CHORUS and transform into 
doors, becoming rigid and standing in a row. Each pulls out a doorknob 
and holds it in their right hand.
ALICE:  Achoo!
DOORS:  Bless you.
ALICE:  Achoo! Achoo!
DOORS:  Bless you. Bless you.
ALICE:  Thanks. Hey, doors aren’t supposed to talk.
DOOR ONE:  And young girls…
DOOR TWO:  …aren’t supposed to sneeze…

DORMOUSE:  (Prone to half-asleep outbursts.) Interloper!
MARCH HARE:  Have some wine.
ALICE:  I don’t see any wine.
MARCH HARE:  There isn’t any.
ALICE:  Then, it wasn’t very civil of you to offer it.
MARCH HARE:  It wasn’t very civil of you to sit down without 

being invited.
DORMOUSE:  Good one! Zing!
ALICE:  Why don’t we all just let it go and try to get along?
MAD HATTER:  Your hair needs cutting.
ALICE:  What’s that?
MAD HATTER:  Your hair. It needs cutting. May I cut it?
ALICE:  Absolutely not.
MAD HATTER:  Are you attached to that position?
ALICE:  Firmly.
MARCH HARE:  Stubborn girl.
ALICE:  It isn’t polite to name-call.
MARCH HARE:  What would it hurt to let him at your hair? It cheers 

him so.
ALICE:  What does he know about hair-cutting?
MARCH HARE:  He’s a hatter. It’s his job to shape heads.
ALICE:  Out of the question.
MARCH HARE:  (To MAD HATTER.) She won’t budge.
DORMOUSE:  Quite rude!
MAD HATTER:  Why is a raven like a writing desk?
ALICE:  A riddle? I like riddles. Why?
MAD HATTER:  I haven’t the slightest idea.
MARCH HARE:  Nor I.
ALICE:  It’s a waste of time to ask riddles without knowing the answer.
MAD HATTER:  Why must everything have an answer?
MARCH HARE:  Excellent question, though I haven’t an answer.
ALICE:  I’ll Google it later.
MAD HATTER:  Google it?
ALICE:  Google has all the answers.
MAD HATTER:  Who is this Google person?
ALICE:  It’s not a person. It’s a search engine.
MARCH HARE:  Well, I don’t care for him—him or his engine! (Long 

pause. EVERYONE is a bit confused.)

mean to do next, as I suppose you don’t mean to stop here all the 
rest of your life.

ALICE:  That’s a lot to make a word mean.
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  When I make a word do a lot of work, I pay it extra.
ALICE:  You pay your words?
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  A fair wage. You should see them on payday—a 

very excitable bunch. I know all words, and thusly I can explain 
all poems ever invented—and a good many that haven’t been 
invented yet.

ALICE:  It’s impossible to know all words.
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  Many are good friends of mine, or at least 

acquaintances.
ALICE:  I bet I could stump you.
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  Do you dare challenge me?
ALICE:  (Pulls out her phone.) I bet I can find a word online that you 

don’t know.
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  Online?
ALICE:  Oh, but wait! My phone doesn’t work.
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  Phone?
ALICE:  My smart phone.
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  Smart phone? What’s so smart about it?
ALICE:  If it were charged, I could access the Internet.
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  Internet?
ALICE:  Yeah, you know, the Internet.
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  I dare say, you’ve indeed stumped me. You’re a 

crafty one. I see you have your own army of words.
ALICE:  But I haven’t even—
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  Please, don’t boast. You played your words—your 

strange, strange words—very well. Now, good-bye.
ALICE:  Good-bye?
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  Are we not done here?
ALICE:  I was hoping you could point me in the direction—
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  I cannot.
ALICE:  But I haven’t finished.
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  I do not point. It’s very rude to point.
ALICE:  If you could just tell me where the garden—
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  I cannot and will not. Now, it’s time for you and 

your bizarre words to be going.

WHITE RABBIT:  The Court calls Tweedledum and Tweedledee. 
(TWEEDLEDUM and TWEEDLEDEE take the stand.)

KING OF HEARTS:  State your names for the Court.
TWEEDLEDEE:  I’m Dee.
TWEEDLEDUM:  I’m Dum.
KING OF HEARTS:  So you are.
WHITE RABBIT:  Do you know this girl here?
TWEEDLEDUM:  She accosted us in the woods.
WHITE RABBIT:  Accosted you?
TWEEDLEDEE:  In the woods, she did.
WHITE RABBIT:  And how did she accost you?
TWEEDLEDUM:  She forced us to dance.
TWEEDLEDEE:  And in doing so nearly ended us.
CROWD:  (Ad libs.) Murder, too! She’s a bad seed! Where will it 

end?, etc.
ALICE:  That’s not true! You asked to dance with me!
TWEEDLEDUM:  And why would we do that?
TWEEDLEDEE:  Physical activity is not our strong suit.
TWEEDLEDUM:  No how.
WHITE RABBIT:  What happened next—after you nearly died from 

dancing?
TWEEDLEDEE:  You don’t want to know.
TWEEDLEDUM:  You really don’t.
WHITE RABBIT:  Why is that?
TWEEDLEDUM:  You’ll never sleep soundly again.
TWEEDLEDEE:  No how.
WHITE RABBIT:  What happened?
TWEEDLEDUM:  A black cloud came over us.
TWEEDLEDEE:  Dark and thick.
WHITE RABBIT:  A rain cloud?
TWEEDLEDUM/TWEEDLEDEE:  The Jabberwock!
WHITE RABBIT:  The Jabberwock! (Pandemonium in the courtroom, 

shrieks and shrills.)
CROWD:  The Jabberwock! The Jabberwock! The Jabberwock!
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  A thief and a murderer! Wherever she goes the 

Jabberwock follows! You see?!
KING OF HEARTS:  Guilty! Guilty on all counts of stealing tarts from 

the Queen of Hearts!
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DOOR THREE:  …without covering their yappers.
ALICE:  I must’ve caught cold in that ugly storm. Say, I wonder where 

you doors might lead. (Tries to open each door, but the knobs 
won’t budge. After each attempt, the DOORS, in their distinct voices, 
announce the word “Locked.”) Then, how am I supposed to get out 
of here? (DOORS shrug and mumble uncertainties, as a key on a 
string is lowered from above. [See PRODUCTION NOTES.]) Where did 
this come from? Maybe this key will open one of you… (Starts to 
reach for the key, but stops when DOORS start talking.)

DOOR ONE:  Not me.
DOOR TWO:  Not I.
DOOR THREE:  Not us.
ALICE:  Well, then, I’ll just have to break one of you down. (DOORS are 

appalled and frightened at the prospect.)
DOOR ONE:  Awful girl!
DOOR TWO:  That would hurt!
DOOR THREE:  How unladylike!
ALICE:  Which one of you shall it be? (DOORS begin pleading their 

cases all at once.)
DOOR ONE:  He’s best.
DOOR TWO:  No, she’s best.
DOOR THREE:  I’m really much too sturdy.
TINY DOOR:  (Leaves the CHORUS and lines up with the other doors, 

also with a doorknob. TINY DOOR should play this from the knees, 
making TINY DOOR as small as possible. In a pitiable squeal.) What 
about me?

ALICE:  (Sees that a fourth door has appeared.) What about you?
TINY DOOR:  It’s my secrets that the key unlocks.
DOORS:  (Sigh with relief. Ad lib.) Thank heavens! That was close! This 

girl’s cray-cray! (Etc.)
ALICE:  But you’re such a tiny door… What secrets could you have?
TINY DOOR:  Secrets of the other side.
ALICE:  What will I find there?
TINY DOOR:  A most magnificent garden, full of white roses and tiger 

lilies. It’s called Wonderland. (MUSIC CUE 1b:  DANCE PARTY 
MUSIC. EVERYONE dances wildly. [NOTE:  Throughout the play, 
whenever the word “Wonderland” is uttered, this party music blares 
and EVERYONE onstage dances wild and furious. This lasts a few 
seconds, then the music cuts abruptly and the actors go right on 
with the scene.] MUSIC OUT.)

MAD HATTER:  (Removes his watch from his pocket, shakes it, holds it 
to his ear.) What day of the month is it?

ALICE:  (Actual performance date should be stated.) The fourth.
MAD HATTER:  Two days wrong! (Sighs, taps his watch on the table, 

then dips it in his tea before holding it to his ear again.)
ALICE:  What a funny watch! It tells the day of the month, but doesn’t 

tell the hour.
MAD HATTER:  Why should it? Does your watch tell the year?
ALICE:  No, but that’s because it’s the same year for such long time.
MAD HATTER:  Which is the case with mine.
ALICE:  You’ve lost me.
MAD HATTER:  The dormouse is asleep again. (Taking his cue, MARCH 

HARE pours a drop of tea on DORMOUSE’S nose.)
DORMOUSE:  (Springs awake.) Of course! Of course! Well said!
ALICE:  (Continues.) You mean to say—
MAD HATTER:  I mean to say precisely what I’ve said.
ALICE:  Which is that the hour here is fixed.
MAD HATTER:  The year comes and goes, but the hour is forever 

the same.
ALICE:  That’s messed up.
MAD HATTER:  If you knew Time like we know Time, it would all be 

clear to you.
ALICE:  But it’s not logical.
MAD HATTER:  How would you know? I dare say you’ve never even 

spoke to Time!
MARCH HARE:  Too busy hanging out with that Google fella!
MAD HATTER:  Does he treat you well? (In his slumber, the DORMOUSE 

begins to sing a cappella.)
MARCH HARE:  Shall I pour more tea on his nose?
MAD HATTER:  What’s that he’s singing?
DORMOUSE:  (Sings a cappella.) Twinkle, twinkle, twinkle, twinkle…
MARCH HARE:  Twinkle, twinkle?
MAD HATTER:  I know it well. I’ll have you know, I once sang it before 

the Queen of Hearts.
ALICE:  You sang for the queen?
MAD HATTER:  At the Grand Ball.
MARCH HARE:  It’s true, he did, and two days later I went mad.
ALICE:  Wouldn’t you have to be sane to recognize madness?
MARCH HARE:  Not so. I’m quite mad and quite aware of it.

ALICE:  What a beautiful belt you’ve got on! Or is it a scarf?
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  It is a most provoking thing when a person doesn’t 

know a scarf from a belt.
ALICE:  But you’re such an odd shape, it could be either one.
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  It’s a scarf, child, and a beautiful one, as you say. 

It was a present from the king and queen.
ALICE:  Was it really?
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  We’re close. Real tight. They gave it to me. 

(Gloats.) They gave it to me for an un-birthday present.
ALICE:  I beg your pardon?
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  I’m not offended.
ALICE:  What’s an un-birthday present?
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  A present given to you when it isn’t your birthday, 

of course.
ALICE:  I like birthday presents the most.
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  You don’t know what you’re talking about. How 

many days are there in a year?
ALICE:  Three hundred sixty-five.
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  And how many birthdays have you?
ALICE:  One.
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  Thus, there are three hundred sixty-four days you 

might get un-birthday presents.
ALICE:  Right.
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  And only one for birthday presents. There’s glory 

for you!
ALICE:  I don’t know what you mean by “glory.”
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  Of course, you don’t ’til I tell you. I meant, “there’s 

a nice knock-down argument for you.”
ALICE:  But that’s not what “glory” means.
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  When I use a word, it means just what I choose it 

to mean, neither more nor less.
ALICE:  You decide?
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  One must master one’s words, or they will master 

you. They’ve a temper, some of them, particularly verbs. They’re 
the proudest. Adjectives you can do anything with, but not verbs. 
However, I can manage the whole lot of them! Impenetrability! 
That’s what I say!

ALICE:  What’s “impenetrability” mean?
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  “Impenetrability” is when you’ve had enough of 

a subject, and it would be just as well if you’d mention what you 

QUEEN OF HEARTS:  (Eyes him suspiciously.) Is that so?
MAD HATTER:  Yes, Your Majesty, a very fine one.
WHITE RABBIT:  Have you ever set your eyes on this girl?
MAD HATTER:  I dare say I have.
WHITE RABBIT:  And when was this?
MAD HATTER:  At tea time.
WHITE RABBIT:  You invited her for tea?
MAD HATTER:  Dear me, no. Why would I do that?
WHITE RABBIT:  Then, how is it you two—that is to say, the two of 

you—became acquainted?
MAD HATTER:  She forced her company upon us. (More murmurs from 

the CROWD.)
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  Appalling!
MAD HATTER:  She sat herself at our table—without entreaty, mind 

you—and gobbled up our crumpets!
MARCH HARE:  She did! I was there! Every crumpet in sight!
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  You see! If she’d gobble crumpets, she’d surely 

steal tarts!
ALICE:  Why are you telling such lies?
MAD HATTER:  And that’s not the worst of it.
WHITE RABBIT:  There’s more?
MAD HATTER:  She also mocked the Dormouse’s story!
KING OF HEARTS:  This is more disgraceful by the minute.
MAD HATTER:  She pestered him with questions concerning plot until 

he was nearly humiliated!
ALICE:  His story was nonsense!
MARCH HARE:  (Stands in the CROWD.) The Dormouse’s story was a 

moving examination of life and death and everything in-between! 
Isn’t that right? (Turns to the DORMOUSE, who is asleep, and taps 
him.) Isn’t that right?

DORMOUSE:  (Springs awake.) I vehemently object!
MARCH HARE:  (Correcting.) You agree!
DORMOUSE:  I vehemently agree!
MARCH HARE:  You see!
ALICE:  You’re all mad!
MAD HATTER:  Just like the cat said. (Takes a bite out of his biscuit.)
KING OF HEARTS:  Call the next witness!
WHITE RABBIT:  But I’ve not finished questioning this one.
KING OF HEARTS:  He’s eating—time to move on.
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ALICE:  What just happened?
TINY DOOR:  What do you mean?
ALICE:  Everyone started carrying on for no reason.
TINY DOOR:  I didn’t notice.
ALICE:  You didn’t notice the music and dancing?
TINY DOOR:  Oh, that. By decree of the queen—
ALICE:  By decree of the queen?!
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  (APPEARS in her own SPOTLIGHT.) By decree 

of the Queen—that is, by decree of me—whenever a particular 
word is mentioned, there shall be music and dancing! Anyone who 
fails to obey this decree, who fails, at the utterance of the word, 
to heed the music and dance like a raving loon—it’s off with your 
head! (SPOTLIGHT OUT.)

ALICE:  That’s some stiff talk.
TINY DOOR:  You’ll be stiff if you don’t obey it.
ALICE:  What’s the word?
TINY DOOR:  I’d rather not say.
ALICE:  But you must have just said it.
TINY DOOR:  Shrewdly observed.
ALICE:  Is it roses or lilies?
TINY DOOR:  Apparently not.
ALICE:  What about white or tiger?
TINY DOOR:  If it were, I’d be dancing, wouldn’t I?
ALICE:  Then, the word must be… Wonderland? (MUSIC CUE 1c:  

“Dance Party Music.” Everyone dances. MUSIC OUT.)
TINY DOOR:  So now you know.
ALICE:  One word has all that power.
TINY DOOR:  Please don’t say it again. My knees are killing me.
ALICE:  Describe what Wonder—er… that place is like. (MUSIC CUE 2:  

“It’s A Wonderful Place.”)
TINY DOOR:  (Speaks.) It’s a land of nonsense and make-believe, of 

danger, beauty and imagination.
 (Sings.) It’s a wonderful place

In a wonderful world.
If you walk through my door,
You’ll see puzzlement unfurled.
We’ve got felines who grin,
Caterpillars who smoke,
And an egg who knows every word
That one has ever spoke.

MAD HATTER:  (Stands on his chair, begins to sing, not very well.)
Twinkle, twinkle, little bat!
How I wonder what you’re at!

MARCH HARE:  You know the song?
ALICE:  Something like it.
MAD HATTER:  (Sings.) Up above the world you fly

Like a tea-tray in the sky.
Twinkle, twinkle—(Cuts song abruptly.) Well, I’d hardly finished the 
first verse when the queen bawled out—(For an instant, SPOTLIGHT 
on QUEEN OF HEARTS.)

QUEEN OF HEARTS:  He’s murdering the time! Off with his head! (SPOT 
OUT on QUEEN OF HEARTS.)

ALICE:  Murdering time? How do you murder time?
MAD HATTER:  She felt my tempo was off.
MARCH HARE:  I felt he was majestic.
MAD HATTER:  And ever since, Time won’t do a thing I ask. It’s always 

five o’clock now.
ALICE:  Oh, I get it! It’s always tea time!
MARCH HARE:  We’ve never any time to wash the dishes.
MAD HATTER:  Perpetual tea.
ALICE:  Because you murdered Time!
MAD HATTER:  I was framed.
MARCH HARE:  You can’t get a fair trial in Wonderland. (MUSIC CUE 

5a:  “Dance Party Music.” Everyone dances. MUSIC OUT.)
MAD HATTER:  (Yawns abruptly.) Suppose we change the subject. I’m 

tired of all this talk of Time. Let’s just pretend it doesn’t exist—at 
least for the time being.

MARCH HARE:  I vote the young lady tells us a story.
ALICE:  I don’t know one.
MAD HATTER:  Then the Dormouse shall! (Thwacks DORMOUSE on the 

head, waking him up.)
DORMOUSE:  I wasn’t asleep! I’ve heard every word!
MARCH HARE:  Then, what have we been talking about?
DORMOUSE:  Beehives?
MAD HATTER:  Tell us a story!
DORMOUSE:  About bees?
MARCH HARE:  About whatever!
MAD HATTER:  And be quick about it, or you’ll be asleep before 

it’s done.

ACT TWO
Scene Two—Humpty-Dumpty and His Wall

MUSIC CUE 9a:  “Humpty-Dumpty—Entrance Music.” HUMPTY-DUMPTY 
makes a grand, ceremonial entrance—very diva-like—perched on his 
wall. (See PRODUCTION NOTES.) MUSIC OUT.
ALICE:  (Rushes ON, sees HUMPTY-DUMPTY and turns out to the 

AUDIENCE.) That dude looks just like an egg.
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  I heard that.
ALICE:  You can’t deny the resemblance.
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  It’s very provoking to be called an egg… very.
ALICE:  I said you look like an egg, sir, and some eggs are very pretty, 

you know.
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  Some people have no more sense than a baby.
ALICE:  I didn’t mean to—
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  Stop chattering to yourself and tell me your name 

and business.
ALICE:  My name is Alice.
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  It’s a stupid name. What does it mean?
ALICE:  Must a name mean something?
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  Of course it must. My name means the shape I 

am, and a good handsome shape it is, too. With a name like yours 
you might be any shape.

ALICE:  Why do you sit here all alone?
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  Because there’s nobody with me.
ALICE:  Don’t you think you’d be safer down on the ground? That wall’s 

pretty narrow.
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  What tremendously easy riddles you ask! Why, 

if I ever did fall off—which there’s no chance of—but if I did, the 
king has promised me, the king has promised, with his very own 
mouth, to… to…

ALICE:  To send all his horses and all his men.
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  How did you know that?
ALICE:  It’s in a book.
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  In a book?
ALICE:  (Recites.) “Humpty-Dumpty sat on a wall,

Humpty-Dumpty had a great fall.
All the king’s horses and all the king’s men
Couldn’t put Humpty-Dumpty together again.”

HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  Yes, all his horses and all his men. They’d pick me 
up again in a minute, they would!

WHITE RABBIT:  And so you like this Alice?
DOOR ONE:  What I know of her, sure, I suppose—except there was 

this one thing—
WHITE RABBIT:  Yes?
DOOR ONE:  It’s too monstrous to mention.
WHITE RABBIT:  Take your time.
DOOR ONE:  (Whimpers.) I’ve never been so afraid.
WHITE RABBIT:  For the sake of the court, we must know!
DOOR ONE:  It’s unspeakable!
WHITE RABBIT:  Speak it, I beg you! What is this heinous thing 

Alice did?
DOOR ONE:  Me and my friends—she, she—well, she threatened to 

break us down! (Jeers and gasps from the CROWD.)
ROSE:  (Stands.) She did the same to us! She threatened to pick us 

from our stems!
HUMPTY-DUMPTY:  And me—she knocked me from my wall! I had a 

great fall! (More jeers and gasps.)
WHITE RABBIT:  No more questions, your Majesty!
KING OF HEARTS:  Witness excused. (DOOR ONE EXITS boo-hooing.)
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  Must we continue? Judging from the door, it 

seems open and shut!
WHITE RABBIT:  A character of disrepute. Can there be any doubt? 

The deviousness, the haughtiness!
CATERPILLAR:  She tried to take away my joy of smoking!
FROG-NEWSIE:  She tried to buy my newspaper without any flies!
FISH-NEWSIE:  Or worms!
CROWD:  (Ad libs.) Shameful! Despicable! Who does she think she 

is?! (Etc.)
ALICE:  This trial’s becoming a circus!
KING OF HEARTS:  Pipe down, young lady, or I’ll hold you in contempt! 

Next witness!
WHITE RABBIT:  The court calls the Mad Hatter to the stand!
MAD HATTER:  (Takes the stand, teacup in one hand and biscuit in 

the other.) I beg your pardon, Your Majesty, for bringing these in. I 
hadn’t quite finished my tea when I was sent for.

QUEEN OF HEARTS:  Take off your hat.
MAD HATTER:  It isn’t mine.
KING OF HEARTS:  Stolen?
MAD HATTER:  I keep them to sell. I’ve none of my own. I’m a hatter.
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TINY DOOR/CHORUS:  (Sing.)
We’ve got flowers who talk
As they bicker and brag.
We’ve a frog and a fish
Who both hawk the daily rag.
With a hatter and hare
Both as mad as can be.
Step inside to a place beyond
What you will ever see.
Though we are confusing,
We’re amusing nonetheless.
Choosing what is certain with a guess.
We quite like to befuddle
As you muddle through our mess.
Discombobulation’s our success!
It’s a wonderful place
Full of wonderful twists.
It’s a paradise of paradox
For psychoanalysts.
Lots of riddle and rhyme
And a flummox of time.
Be our guest. Let our fantasies
Be your new paradigm. (The following stanzas are sung as a duet 
between TINY DOOR with CHORUS ONE and CHORUS TWO.)

TINY DOOR/CHORUS ONE:  (Sings.) One big conundrum
Reigning in the kingdom.

CHORUS TWO:  (Sings.)
It’s a conundrum with one Tweedledee and Tweedledum.
Numbers don’t quite add up to their sum.

TINY DOOR/CHORUS ONE:  (Sings.) Tweedledee and Dum.
What a sum.

CHORUS TWO:  (Sings.)
Dreams are never what they seem and less what they become.
So come and join in our delirium!

TINY DOOR/CHORUS ONE:  (Sings.) Nevertheless,
Meaning’s anyone’s guess.

CHORUS TWO:  (Sings.) Though we are confusing,
We’re amusing nonetheless,
Choosing what is certain with a guess.

TINY DOOR/CHORUS ONE:  (Sings.) Muddling through our mess
Is success.

DORMOUSE:  Okay then. Let’s see… Once upon a time there were 
three little sisters, and they lived at the bottom of a well.

MARCH HARE:  What were their names?
DORMOUSE:  Let’s see… Their names are Kelly, Shelly and Janet.
ALICE:  Those are the names of my sisters!
MAD HATTER:  He has a flair for realism.
DORMOUSE:  And well, let’s see, they all live at the bottom of a well.
MAD HATTER:  You’ve said that already.
DORMOUSE:  Have I? Well, their names are—
MARCH HARE:  We know their names.
DORMOUSE:  I’ve told the story before?
MARCH HARE:  Just that part.
ALICE:  Why do the sisters live in a well?
DORMOUSE:  Must I repeat myself!
MARCH HARE:  You haven’t said that part yet.
DORMOUSE:  Oh.
MARCH HARE:  Perhaps you should start again.
DORMOUSE:  Yes, good idea. Where was I?
ALICE:  I don’t think—
MAD HATTER:  Then, you shouldn’t talk. Go on, Mouse.
DORMOUSE:  May I rest my head on the table? (MAD HATTER and 

MARCH HARE applaud.)
MAD HATTER:  Excellently told!
MARCH HARE:  Bravo! Bravo!
MAD HATTER:  Had me from beginning to end!
DORMOUSE:  (Foggy.) Thank you, thank you…
ALICE:  But there was no beginning or end—just gibberish!
MARCH HARE:  Have the courage to applaud what you don’t 

understand.
ALICE:  But there was nothing to understand.
MARCH HARE:  Shows what you know.
MAD HATTER:  That mouse is a poet genius! (With a thunk, DORMOUSE’S 

head collapses on the table, asleep.)
MARCH HARE:  (To ALICE, earnestly.) Take some more tea?
ALICE:  I’ve had nothing yet, so I can’t take more.
MAD HATTER:  You mean you can’t take less. It’s very easy to take 

more than nothing.
ALICE:  Nobody asked your opinion.

SOLO ONE:  (Raps.) “He left it dead and with its head,
He went galumphing back.”

CHORUS:  (Raps.) Oh, yeah!
SOLO TWO:  (Raps.) “And hast thou slain the Jabberwock?

Come to my arms, my beamish boy!”
SOLO FOUR:  (Raps.) “Oh, frabjous day!”
CHORUS:  (Raps.) “Callooh! Callay!”
SOLO TWO:  (Raps.) “He chortled in his joy.”
CHORUS:  (Raps.) Right on! Right on!
ALICE:  (Trying to understand. Raps.)

“’Twas brillig, and the slithy toves
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe.”

CHORUS:  (Raps.) In the wabe!
ALICE:  (Raps.) “All mimsy were the borogroves,

And the momeraths out grabe.”
CHORUS:  (Raps.) Out grabe!
ALICE:  (Raps.) “You best beware the Jabberwock, my son,

The jaws that bite and the claws that catch!
You best beware the jub-jub bird, and shun...”

CHORUS:  (Raps.) And shun!...
ALICE:  (Raps.) ...The frumious...
SOLO ONE:  (Raps.) Frumious!
ALICE:  (Raps.) ..Frumious...
SOLO TWO:  (Raps.) Frumious!
ALICE:  (Raps.) ...Frumious
SOLO THREE/SOLO FOUR:  (Rap.) Frumious!
ALICE:  (Raps.) …Bandersnatch?”
CHORUS:  (Raps.) Bandersnatch!
ALICE:  (Raps.) “Bandersnatch!”
CHORUS:  (Raps.) Oh, my!
ALICE/CHORUS:  (Sing.) Jabberwocky, talky, talky,

Can you comprehend every word I’m sayin’?
Jabberwocky, talky, talky,
Rappin’ every syllable, swing ‘n’ swayin’.
Jabberwocky, talky, talky,
The rhythm of the syntax’s quite appealin’.
Jabberwocky, talky, talky,
A purely nonsensical, illogical funky feelin’! (CHORUS and ALICE 
EXIT. MUSIC OUT.)

End of Scene One

KING OF HEARTS:  (Sings.) Off with her head!
We’ll watch it roll!

QUEEN/KING:  (Sing.) We’ll set some pins upon the lawn
And then we’ll bowl!

ALL:  (Except ALICE. Sing.) In Wonderland, we must take a stand
And remand all things naughty and underhand.
In Wonderland, life’s not what it seems.
Like bad dreams, screaming to understand.
In Wonderland, even the Jabberwock,
Can’t save this young miss from the dread chopping block.
In Wonderland, execution day
Is a day of play, this place will rock!
Execution day this place will rock!
Execution day this place will rock!
(Shout.) Off with her head! (MUSIC OUT.)

End of Scene Five

ACT TWO
Scene Six—Alice on Trial

WHITE RABBIT, acting as the herald, blows his trumpet, bringing the 
court to order. SOUND EFFECT:  TRUMPET FANFARE.
WHITE RABBIT:  (Unrolls a scroll and reads.) Hear ye! Hear ye! Hear ye, 

everybody! (Clears throat and reads.)
“The Queen of Hearts, she made some tarts,
All on a summer day.
The Maid of Hearts, she stole those tarts
And took them quite away!” (Jeers and harrumphs from the CROWD.)

KING OF HEARTS:  Has the jury reached a verdict?
WHITE RABBIT:  We haven’t started the trial yet.
KING OF HEARTS:  Oh, yes, yes. First witness!
WHITE RABBIT:  The court calls the Strange Door to the stand! (DOOR 

ONE ENTERS with the doorknob, moves to the witness stand and 
rigidly takes a seat.) State your name for the court.

DOOR ONE:  I’m a door.
WHITE RABBIT:  Very good. And where did you meet this Alice?
DOOR ONE:  In the Hall of Strange Doors.
WHITE RABBIT:  And what were you doing there?
DOOR ONE:  I’m a strange door.
WHITE RABBIT:  Right. And how would you describe your relationship 

with this Alice?
DOOR ONE:  Cordial, I suppose.
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CHORUS TWO:  (Sings.)
We love to befuddle as you muddle through our mess.
Discombobulation’s our success!

ALL:  (Sing.) More or less!
TINY DOOR:  (Speaks.) May your presence grace this wonderful place!
ALICE:  (Speaks.) Thank you, I’m delighted to be here… I think. Does 

Wonderland have a place where I can charge my phone?
TINY DOOR:  (Speaks.) I think it has a Starbucks now, yes. (MUSIC OUT.)
ALICE:  Perfect. But how will I fit? I’m too big to go through your 

frame. (Another string is lowered from above. This one has a small 
bottle tied to the end and includes a note with the words DRINK 
ME in large letters. ALICE takes the bottle and note.) What’s this? 
“Drink me.”

DOOR ONE:  May be poison.
DOOR TWO:  Could be poison.
DOOR THREE:  Probably poison.
ALICE:  It isn’t marked poison.
TINY DOOR:  If it was marked poison, no one would drink it.
ALICE:  Well, that would be the point, you see?
TINY DOOR:  There’s only one way to be sure. Down the hatch!
ALICE:  Here goes… (Drinks from the bottle.) There now. Tastes like 

Skittles!
DOOR ONE:  Oh, I can’t bear to watch.
ALICE:  Relax. Nothing’s happening.
DOOR TWO:  (Astounded.) What do you mean nothing’s happening? 

You’re… you’re…
ALICE:  I’m what?
DOOR THREE:  Vanishing!
ALICE:  My hands—they’re shrinking! And my feet—the size of dimes! 

And my voice, too—it’s… (High-pitched.) I sound like a Christmas 
elf! What a curious feeling!

DOOR ONE:  This isn’t pretty.
DOOR TWO:  Shut up like a telescope.
DOOR THREE:  Hardly a foot tall.
ALICE:  What’ll I do now?!
TINY DOOR:  Look on the bright side.
ALICE:  What bright side? I’m ten inches high!
TINY DOOR:  Now, you’re the right size to go through me and enter the 

lovely garden.
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MAD HATTER:  Who’s being snarky now?
ALICE:  Keep your tea, and your butter and biscuits. I’ve had enough! 

You two should be ashamed, treating a guest in this way! Whatever 
happened to manners?

MAD HATTER:  They must’ve died with the Time.
ALICE:  I’m sick of your riddles and phrases and mind games. You 

think you’re so clever, but you’re really just a couple of stuck-up 
old creeps.

MARCH HARE:  That about captures us.
ALICE:  Good-bye and good riddance! (Storms OFF. MUSIC CUE 6:  

“Alice’s Dreams.”)
MAD HATTER:  (Speaks.) If only she realized…
MARCH HARE:  (Speaks.) Realized?
MAD HATTER:  (Speaks.) We are what she dreams.
MARCH HARE:  (Speaks.) You mean to say…?
MAD HATTER:  (Speaks.) We’re her inventions.

(Sings.) We’re all in her head,
Fantasies in her mind.
She’s surely in bed
In her sheets all entwined.
We’re jumbling thoughts
As she tosses and turns,
From green apricots
That her poor tummy spurns.
Lida loo, lida lay,
Lida dum, dee dum day!
We’ve a secret to sigh
Under breath we convey.
We dwell in a strange world
Of magic it seems.
Fantastic creations
Of Alice’s dreams.

MARCH HARE:  (Sings.) We’re wild ruminations
Somewhere in the cloud.
Uploading sensations
As she snores out loud.

DORMOUSE:  (Sings.) Free apps as she naps
And her memory streams.

MAD HATTER/MARCH HARE/DORMOUSE:  (Sing. During this verse, 
CHORUS ENTERS in the background.) Fantastic creations
Of Alice’s dreams.

SOLO THREE:  (Raps.) “You best beware the Jabberwock, my son,
The jaws that bite and the claws that catch!”

SOLO FOUR:  (Raps.) “You best beware the jub-jub bird, and shun...
CHORUS:  (Raps.) And shun!...
SOLO FOUR:  (Raps.) “The frumious...”
CHORUS:  (Raps.) Frumious!
ALL SOLOISTS:  (Rap.) “…Bandersnatch!”
ALICE:  (Raps.) Oh, my!
CHORUS:  (Sings.) Jabberwocky, talky, talky,

Can you comprehend every word I’m sayin’?
Jabberwocky, talky, talky,
Rappin’ every syllable, swing ‘n’ swayin’.
Jabberwocky, talky, talky,
The rhythm of the syntax’s quite appealin’.
Jabberwocky, talky, talky,
A purely nonsensical, illogical funky feelin’!

SOLO ONE:  (Raps.) “He took his vorpal sword in hand.
Long time the manxome foe he sought.”

SOLO TWO:  (Raps.) “So rested by the tum-tum tree,
And stood a while in thought.”

CHORUS:  (Raps.) In thought.
SOLO THREE:  (Raps.) “And as in uffish thought he stood,

The Jabberwock, with eyes of flame,
Came whiffling through the tulgey wood and burbled...”

ALICE:  (Raps.) Burbled?
SOLO FOUR:  (Raps.) Burbled?
ALICE:  (Raps.) Burbled?
ALL SOLOISTS:  (Rap.) “...Burbled as it came!”
CHORUS:  (Sings.) Jabberwocky, talky, talky,

Can you comprehend every word I’m sayin’?
Jabberwocky, talky, talky,
Rappin’ every syllable, swing ‘n’ swayin’.
Jabberwocky, talky, talky,
The rhythm of the syntax’s quite appealin’.
Jabberwocky, talky, talky,
A purely nonsensical, illogical funky feelin’!

SOLO FOUR:  (Raps.) “One, two...”
CHORUS:  (Raps.) One, two!
SOLO THREE:  (Raps.) “...And through and through,

The vorpal blade went snicker snack!”

ALICE:  No! That makes no sense! I’ve never met you ’til now!
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  Alice is the Maid of Hearts that stole my tarts!
KING OF HEARTS:  Of course! It’s all fitting together!
ALICE:  Nothing’s fitting together! You’re all crazy!
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  Off with her head, I say!
ALICE:  I demand a trial!
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  Waste of time.
ALICE:  But you’ve proven nothing yet!
KING OF HEARTS:  Very well, (MUSIC CUE 13:  “Off with Her Head!”) 

…there will be a trial immediately! I command it! And everyone 
must attend to see this fiend brought to justice! Everyone, I say! 
Everyone who calls their home Wonderland! (EVERYONE dances. 
CAST ENTERS, including MAD HATTER, MARCH HARE, WHITE RABBIT, 
CHESHIRE CAT, remaining CHORUS, etc... in short, everyone possible, 
just as the KING ordered. As characters dance ON, they also set the 
scene for the courtroom, which consists of the KING and QUEEN’S 
thrones, a witness stand and a few benches for the onlookers.)

QUEEN OF HEARTS:  (Sings.) Come on along!
Come join the throng!
We’re gonna dance about
And shout and sing our song!

KING OF HEARTS:  (Points to ALICE. Sings.) A bold charade!
We’ve been betrayed!
You’ll watch our quick solution,
Execution blade!

QUEEN/KING:  (Sing.) Off with her head!
It’s so much fun,
To watch the blade flash
Red and silver in the sun!
Off with her head!
Our verdict’s in!
It’s all formality,
No way that girl will win!

ALL:  (Except ALICE. Sing.) In Wonderland, justice must prevail!
Though we have no bail and no need for a jail!
In Wonderland, things are punitive
To the relative truth of one’s tale!

QUEEN OF HEARTS:  (Sings.) Off with her head!
She stole the tarts!
She’ll meet her fate, can’t wait,
Our cheers are off the charts!
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ALICE:  Yes! That’s right! I am!
TINY DOOR:  But you’ll need the key.
ALICE:  The key… (Turns for the key, but it has been raised, dangling 

just out of her reach.) No, no, don’t tell me! (Jumps for it, but is 
unable to grasp it.) Now, I’m too small to reach the key!

DOOR ONE:  That’s a pity.
DOOR TWO:  A crying shame.
DOOR THREE:  One should plan ahead before shrinking.
ALICE:  I could just cry!
TINY DOOR:  Now, now, no use for that. Something will turn up.
ALICE:  Like what? (A string is lowered with a small box tied to the end. 

The box is marked with the words EAT ME.) What’s this?
DOOR ONE:  A balanced meal.
DOOR TWO:  I bet it’s a pizza roll.
DOOR THREE:  Or a hushpuppy.
ALICE:  (Opens the box and removes a crumb of cake.) It’s cake. Should 

I eat it?
TINY DOOR:  That’s what it says.
ALICE:  The food here is very bossy.
TINY DOOR:  Don’t complain. There are starving children in the world.
ALICE:  I’ll eat it. If it makes me larger, I can reach the key. If it makes 

me smaller, I’ll creep under the door. Either way I’ll get into the 
garden. (DOORS mutter their approval at her reasoning.) Let’s 
hope it’s gluten-free. (MUSIC CUE 2a:  “Alice’s Transformation.” Eats 
the cake. Waits. Speaks.) Which way? Which way? It seems I’m 
remaining the same size.

TINY DOOR:  (Speaks.) This is what generally happens when one eats 
cake.

DOOR ONE:  (Speaks.) Wait a moment!
DOOR TWO:  (Speaks.) Her face is fattening!
DOOR THREE:  (Speaks.) Her thighs are bulging!
ALICE:  (Speaks.) Curiouser and curiouser!
TINY DOOR:  (Speaks.) By George, she’s swelling!
ALICE:  (Speaks.) Oh dear! I’m growing so tall! My toes—they’re 

moving so far from my fingers! I’ll never touch them again! And 
my voice—it’s… (Deep-voiced.) I sound like my father! Oh, what an 
awful way for a girl to go through life! Ten feet tall and the voice of 
a longshoreman! (MUSIC OUT.) I’ll never get through the door now, 
and I can just forget about prom!

Lida loo, lida lo,
Lida dum, dee dum doh,
We are figments of musing
We sadly must know.
We dwell in a strange world
Of magic it seems.
Fantastic creations
Of Alice’s dreams. (LIGHTS UP on CHORUS.)

MAD HATTER/MARCH HARE/DORMOUSE/CHORUS:  (Sing.)
In high definition
And stunning 3-D,
In perfect condition
For her mind to see.
We’ve sound to surround,
Pixels, billions of bits,
Programmed to confound
And then send her in fits.
Lida loo, lida lay,
Lida dum, dee dum day!
In her dozing whimsy
We’ve all come to play.
Nonsensical characters,
Weaving our spell.
As long as she’s sleeping
We’re alive. All is well.
Lida loo, lida lee,
Lida dum, dee dum dee,
We are tripping about
In her mad reverie.
We’ll addle and rattle her,
Having our fun,
Until she awakens and
Our fun is done.
We dwell in a strange world
Of magic it seems.
Fantastic creations
Of Alice’s dreams. (LIGHTS OUT on CHORUS as they EXIT.)

MARCH HARE:  (Speaks.) So what happens when she wakes?
MAD HATTER:  (Speaks.) We die.
MARCH HARE:  (Speaks.) That’s very sad.
MAD HATTER:  (Speaks.) Indeed.

TWEEDLEDUM/TWEEDLEDEE/ALICE/CHORUS:  (Sing.)
The Jabberwock is comin’, better run and hide!
If you can dig a hole, you’d better crawl inside!
‘Cause at the very sight of him people have died!
To stay and face him’s sure to be suicide!
The Jabberwock is comin’, bringing fear and gloom!
With every inch he’s closer, spelling certain doom!
Yes, he’s been known to rip the dead out of their tomb!
You’d better give the Jabberwock a lot of room!
I can feel him. He’s getting nearer.
And soon I’ll be the disappearer.
I’m not waiting to be his first bite!
His appetite could down us all… tonight!

TWEEDLEDUM:  (Speaks.) The Jabberwock! It’s coming for us all!
TWEEDLEDEE:  (Speaks.) Run! Run!
TWEEDLEDUM:  (Speaks.) The Jabberwock!
TWEEDLEDEE:  (Speaks.) The Jabberwock is near! (Terrified, 

TWEEDLEDUM, TWEEDLEDEE and CHORUS rush OFF screaming.)
ALICE:  (Speaks.) Jabberwock? (SOUND EFFECT:  BOOMING SQUAWK, 

ALICE runs OFF after them. MUSIC OUT.)
End of ACT ONE

ACT TWO
Scene One—The Jabberwock!

MUSIC CUE 8a:  “Entracte—Alice’s Dreams.” Segue to MUSIC CUE 9:  
“Jabberwocky.” ALICE and CHORUS MEMBERS ENTER. Acting out the 
song as they sing, the CHORUS tells ALICE the story of the Jabberwock.
CHORUS:  (Sings.) Jabberwocky, talky, talky,

Can you comprehend every word I’m sayin’?
Jabberwocky, talky, talky,
Rappin’ every syllable, swing ‘n’ swayin’.
Jabberwocky, talky, talky,
The rhythm of the syntax’s quite appealin’.
Jabberwocky, talky, talky,
A purely nonsensical, illogical funky feelin’!

SOLO ONE:  (Raps.) “’Twas brillig, and the slithy toves
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe.”

CHORUS:  (Raps.) In the wabe!
SOLO TWO:  (Raps.) “All mimsy were the borogroves,

And the momeraths out grabe.”
CHORUS:  (Raps.) Out grabe!

QUEEN OF HEARTS:  A more serious charge?
KING OF HEARTS:  A crime more befitting the punishment.
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  Not rain?
KING OF HEARTS:  Not rain.
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  But instead?
KING OF HEARTS:  Instead, a crime where the chopping off of one’s 

head isn’t so—
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  So?
KING OF HEARTS:  Extreme.
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  I see. Like theft?
KING OF HEARTS:  A theft! Now you’re thinking!
ALICE:  (To GUARDS.) Is this how they always talk? (GUARDS nod.)
KING OF HEARTS:  Can you think of a theft, a recent theft, so terrible, 

so ghastly, that it might justify the loss of one’s head?
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  Hmm, I just remembered. I believe someone, 

someone this very morning, stole my tarts.
KING OF HEARTS:  Oh, the horror!
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  Yes, I’m quite sure this morning my tarts 

were ransacked.
KING OF HEARTS:  Your tarts were ransacked, and you’re only now 

telling me!
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  I only now thought of it—I mean, remembered it.
ALICE:  You just made it up!
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  Do you dare accuse the queen?!
KING OF HEARTS:  This tart thief must be brought to justice!
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  Post haste!
KING OF HEARTS:  Whom do you suspect?
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  It can only have been one person!
KING OF HEARTS:  Whom, my love, whom?
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  The Maid of Hearts! (SOUND EFFECT:  OMINOUS 

MUSIC STING.)
KING OF HEARTS:  Maid of Hearts? But we shouldn’t behead any of 

our maids. Good help is so hard to find.
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  The Maid of Hearts is standing before us.
KING OF HEARTS:  You mean—
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  Alice!
GUARDS:  Alice!
KING OF HEARTS:  Alice! (SOUND EFFECT:  OMINOUS MUSIC STING.)
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WHITE RABBIT:  (ENTERS, ever in a scurry.) Oh, the Duchess! Won’t 
she be savage if I’ve kept her waiting!

ALICE:  You again! (WHITE RABBIT sees “giant” ALICE and screams 
girlishly and rushes OFF.) Rabbit, wait! (He’s gone.) What a weird 
little bunny! Things are too strange here. From one moment to the 
next, you can never be sure—

DOOR ONE:  Who you are.
DOOR TWO:  Where you’re going.
DOOR THREE:  How you’ll get there.
TINY DOOR:  Or who you’ll meet along the way.
ALICE:  (Notices that TINY DOOR has now stood up and is a normal size, 

as is she now. Back to normal voice.) How did you do that?
TINY DOOR:  Do what exactly?
ALICE:  We’re suddenly the same size. You’ve grown.
TINY DOOR:  Or maybe you’ve shrunk.
ALICE:  But you used to be tiny.
TINY DOOR:  And you were once a giant.
ALICE:  But now we’re both normal.
TINY DOOR:  There’s no such thing as normal, my dear. Not in your 

world, nor in mine. It’s all about where you’re standing, and how 
closely you’re paying attention. The key, if you please? (ALICE takes 
the key, which she can now reach. She hands it to TINY DOOR, who 
“opens” to let ALICE through.) You may pass. (The DOORS become 
sentimental with their goodbyes.)

DOOR ONE:  Bye, young lady.
DOOR TWO:  Thanks for not breaking us down.
DOOR THREE:  Don’t forget to write.
DOOR ONE:  We love you.
DOOR TWO:  We don’t love her.
DOOR THREE:  We’ve known her five minutes.
DOOR ONE:  Sorry.
DOOR TWO:  You always gush.
DOOR THREE:  So embarrassing.
TINY DOOR:  Forgive them. They haven’t been opened in centuries.
ALICE:  I guess I’m off, then. To this place—what is it you call it? 

Wonderland? (MUSIC CUE 2b:  “Dance Party Music.” EVERYONE 
dances. CHORUS and DOORS take this opportunity to dance OFF, 
leaving ALICE alone in Wonderland. At MUSIC OUT, CATERPILLAR 
APPEARS smoking a hookah. [See PRODUCTION NOTES.])

End of Scene Two

DORMOUSE:  (Speaks.) Do you think she has a back-up system?
MARCH HARE:  (Speaks.) I don’t know, but just in case, we must make 

the most of the moments we have.
MAD HATTER:  (Speaks.) We shall strive to do so, yes. (MUSIC OUT.)
MARCH HARE:  What time is it?
MAD HATTER:  (Checks his watch, looks up with a tired, strained face.) 

Tea-time. (Both sigh. DORMOUSE snores. WHITE RABBIT ENTERS.)
WHITE RABBIT:  I’m late! I’m late! I must make haste or I shall be late! 

(Hurries OFF. Table and chairs are removed as MAD HATTER, MARCH 
HARE and DORMOUSE EXIT. A tree is set off to one side, and the 
KING OF HEARTS leans against the tree, sleeping. TWEEDLEDUM 
and TWEEDLEDEE ENTER and stand CENTER.)

End of Scene Six

ACT ONE
Scene Seven—Tweedledum and Tweedledee

TWEEDLEDUM and TWEEDLEDEE, two rotund little men dressed 
as schoolboys, stand stock-still, each with an arm over the other’s 
shoulder. Only their eyes move, tracking ALICE as she ENTERS on the 
opposite side of the stage from the king and walks past them. ALICE 
notices the strange pair and approaches, observing, unsure what they 
are or if they’re even alive.
TWEEDLEDUM:  If you think we’re wax-works, you ought to pay, 

you know.
TWEEDLEDEE:  Contrariwise, if you think we’re alive you ought 

to speak.
ALICE:  Well, I—
TWEEDLEDUM:  You were taken by surprise.
ALICE:  You could say.
TWEEDLEDEE:  Uncertain what to make of us.
ALICE:  I’ve never come across anything like the two of you. 

(TWEEDLEDUM and TWEEDLEDEE glow with pride before 
turning stern.)

TWEEDLEDUM:  You’ve begun wrong!
TWEEDLEDEE:  The first thing in a visit is to say—
TWEEDLEDUM:  “How d’ye do?”
ALICE:  Okay then. (TWEEDLEDUM and TWEEDLEDEE extend their free 

hands. ALICE takes both at once and shakes.) How d’ye do?
TWEEDLEDUM:  There. Now, we’re afoot.
TWEEDLEDEE:  Properly afoot.

ALICE:  (Verge of tears.) I am real!
TWEEDLEDEE:  You won’t make yourself a bit realer by crying.
ALICE:  If I wasn’t real, I wouldn’t be able to cry.
TWEEDLEDUM:  Those aren’t real tears, no how.
ALICE:  This is all ridiculous. I’ve wasted too much time with the two 

of you. I’d better be getting out of this wood. It’s getting darker by 
the minute. Do you think it’ll rain?

TWEEDLEDUM:  (Opens an umbrella over himself and his brother.) No, 
I don’t—at least, not under here. No how.

TWEEDLEDEE:  But it may rain outside. We’ve no objection.
ALICE:  Selfish things! Good night! (MUSIC CUE 8:  “The Jabberwock Is 

Coming.” SOUND EFFECT:  SWOOSHING of GREAT WINGS. LIGHTS 
DIM as a large shadow sweeps across the stage.) What’s that now?

TWEEDLEDUM:  (Speaks.) Oh, dear.
TWEEDLEDEE:  (Speaks.) Oh, dear.
ALICE:  (Speaks.) What a thick black cloud that is! And I do believe it’s 

got wings!
TWEEDLEDUM:  (Speaks.) It’s the Jabberwock!
TWEEDLEDEE:  (Speaks.) The Jabberwock!
ALICE:  (Speaks.) The Jabber-what?
TWEEDLEDUM/TWEEDLEDEE:  (Speak.) The Jabberwock!!
TWEEDLEDUM:  (Sings.)

The Jabberwock is comin’! Better scream and shout!
Hide the children, bar the doors and keep him out!

TWEEDLEDEE:  (Sings.)
Oh, the Jabberwock is comin’! Yes, he’s near about,
With beady eyes and yellow teeth and nasty snout!

TWEEDLEDUM/TWEEDLEDEE:  (Sing.)
The Jabberwock is comin’, and he sounds real hot!
I swear to you, it won’t be pretty if you’re caught!
He’s worse than the sickest dream you ever got!
You’re good as dead if he can get you in eyeshot!

TWEEDLEDUM/TWEEDLEDEE/ALICE:  (Sing.)
I can hear him. He’s out there somewhere.
I can smell him. He’s in the foul air.
I can’t see him. I’m feeling such fright!
He’s smiting havoc on us all… tonight! (CHORUS ENTERS. SOUND 
EFFECT:  JABBERWOCK SCREAM. KING OF HEARTS awakes and EXITS.)

QUEEN OF HEARTS:  Before this noodle of a girl interrupted me.
ALICE:  Noodle?
KING OF HEARTS:  I couldn’t say.
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  It was something important. What was I 

on about?
KING OF HEARTS:  (Hoping to change the subject.) As I recall, I believe 

it had something to do with dessert recipes.
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  No, no, it was the rain! I was demanding that 

someone must pay for the coming rain!
KING OF HEARTS:  Oh, yes, I remember now. Well, we had better 

take shelter—
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  (Points at ALICE.) Her! She’s to blame for the rain 

and the end of my croquet!
ALICE:  Me?
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  She must be punished!
KING OF HEARTS:  Really, dear, think about this.
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  Guards! Guards! Where are my guards? 

(Two from the CHORUS ENTER, dressed as cards, and act as 
QUEEN’S GUARDS.)

GUARD ONE:  Did you call for your guards or for your cards?
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  Either will do.
GUARD TWO:  We’re at your service, then.
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  Off with her head!
GUARDS:  Yes, Your Majesty! (They seize ALICE.)
ALICE:  You can’t behead someone over a little rain!
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  I can and I will!
KING OF HEARTS:  She rules by extreme measures.
ALICE:  I only wanted to see the garden!
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  And was it to your liking?
ALICE:  It’s not worth dying over.
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  We all lose our heads sometimes.
ALICE:  King, please, you have to help me!
KING OF HEARTS:  Really, my sweet, the girl’s right. A little rain is no 

reason to behead someone.
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  (Stomps like a petulant child.) I want heads to 

roll! Why won’t you let me have what I want?!
KING OF HEARTS:  I will, my sweet, I will, but maybe we should consider 

a more serious charge.
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ACT ONE
Scene Three—Encounter with a Caterpillar

ALICE halts abruptly when she notices CATERPILLAR.
CATERPILLAR:  Who are you?
ALICE:  I was told there’d be a garden.
CATERPILLAR:  A garden?
ALICE:  And a Starbucks.
CATERPILLAR:  Explain yourself!
ALICE:  A caterpillar smoking a hookah. What a status update you 

would make!
CATERPILLAR:  I said explain yourself!
ALICE:  I’ve been so many sizes today, I wouldn’t know where to begin. 

You really shouldn’t smoke, you know.
CATERPILLAR:  It soothes me.
ALICE:  Studies show that smoking actually causes more stress than 

it relieves.
CATERPILLAR:  Are you a doctor?
ALICE:  I read about it online.
CATERPILLAR:  Then spare me.
ALICE:  But you’re not even out of the larvae stage. You’re still a 

teenager like me.
CATERPILLAR:  Waiting to become a butterfly.
ALICE:  Smoking can stunt your growth.
CATERPILLAR:  Then, I suppose I’ll remain a caterpillar forever.
ALICE:  That’s too bad. Everyone should grow up at some point.
CATERPILLAR:  And how do you plan to grow up? Into a butterfly?
ALICE:  Well, being a girl, I’ll soon grow into a woman.
CATERPILLAR:  Does a woman have wings?
ALICE:  No, a woman looks very much like I do, except more developed 

in places.
CATERPILLAR:  Please, there are things a caterpillar doesn’t need 

to know.
ALICE:  Sorry. TMI.
CATERPILLAR:  TMI?
ALICE:  Too much information.
CATERPILLAR:  Why not simply say, “too much information”?
ALICE:  It’s an abbreviation.
CATERPILLAR:  You’ve wasted my time. A caterpillar’s life isn’t long. 

(MUSIC CUE 3:  “Too Much Information”)

ALICE:  I was hoping you could tell me the best way out of these 
woods. It’s getting so dark.

TWEEDLEDUM:  Next, we dance.
ALICE:  But the sun’s nearly gone.
TWEEDLEDEE:  We dance now.
ALICE:  Isn’t it unsafe?
TWEEDLEDUM:  Dancing?
TWEEDLEDEE:  Nonsense.
TWEEDLEDUM:  Just follow our lead!
ALICE:  No, I meant—! (MUSIC CUE 7:  “Yo, Here We Go”. Before ALICE 

can finish, TWEEDLEDUM and TWEEDLEDEE grab her hands, and 
they begin dancing in an energetic hip hop style.)

TWEEDLEDUM/TWEEDLEDEE:  (Rap.)
Yo! Here we go ‘round the mulberry bush,
The mulberry bush, the mulberry bush.
Said, yo! Here we go ‘round the mulberry bush
So very, very early, very early in the mornin’!

TWEEDLEDUM:  (Raps.) Just watch me move
And hear me bust a rhyme.

TWEEDLEDEE:  (Raps.) Got my jiggy groove
And I got funky time.

TWEEDLEDUM:  (Raps.) I can emcee, D.J.,
Cut ‘n’ scratch the night away.

TWEEDLEDEE:  (Raps.) B-boy maniac, I freeze ‘n’ flare.
TWEEDLEDUM:  (Raps.)

Then I windmill, headspin, feet up in the air.
TWEEDLEDEE:  (Raps.) I do halos, helicopters, elbow spins,
TWEEDLEDUM:  (Raps.) A couple turtles, thrown in just for grins.
TWEEDLEDUM/TWEEDLEDEE:  (Rap.)

Go crazy every time this rhyme begins.
Yo! Here we go ‘round the mulberry bush,
The mulberry bush, the mulberry bush.
Said, yo! Here we go ‘round the mulberry bush
So very, very early, very early in the mornin’!
So very, very early, very early in the mornin’!
So very, very early, very early in the mornin’!
Yeah. (MUSIC OUT. TWEEDLEDUM and TWEEDLEDEE break off, 
exhausted, panting, gasping for air.)

TWEEDLEDUM:  Two verses and a rap are quite enough.
TWEEDLEDEE:  We shouldn’t overexert.

TWEEDLEDUM:  It’s bad for the joints.
TWEEDLEDEE:  And the flats of the feet.
ALICE:  I can keep going.
TWEEDLEDUM:  You don’t know what’s best for you.
TWEEDLEDEE:  It’s fool’s folly to continue.
TWEEDLEDUM:  What we need now is some water.
TWEEDLEDEE:  What we need now is an oxygen tank.
ALICE:  What’s that strange noise?
TWEEDLEDEE:  My wheezing.
TWEEDLEDUM:  My panting.
ALICE:  No, no, it’s coming from over there. (SPOTLIGHT on KING OF 

HEARTS, asleep under the tree.)
TWEEDLEDEE:  Oh. It’s only the King of Hearts snoring.
TWEEDLEDUM:  Come and look at him!
TWEEDLEDEE:  Isn’t he a lovely sight?
ALICE:  I’m afraid he’ll catch cold sleeping on the damp grass.
TWEEDLEDUM:  He’s dreaming now.
ALICE:  About what, I wonder?
TWEEDLEDEE:  You don’t know?
ALICE:  Nobody can guess what someone else is dreaming.
TWEEDLEDUM:  Why, he’s dreaming about you, I’d wager.
ALICE:  How could you possibly know that?
TWEEDLEDUM:  Because you’re here. And if he left off dreaming about 

you, where do you suppose you’d be?
ALICE:  I’d still be here, same as now.
TWEEDLEDUM:  You’d be nowhere.
ALICE:  What do you mean?
TWEEDLEDEE:  Why, you’re only a sort of thing in his dream.
TWEEDLEDUM:  If the king were to wake, you’d go out—
TWEEDLEDEE:  Bang!
TWEEDLEDUM:  Like a candle.
ALICE:  The two of you don’t know what you’re saying. If I’m only a 

thing in his dream, what are you, I’d like to know?
TWEEDLEDUM:  Ditto!
TWEEDLEDEE:  Ditto, ditto!
ALICE:  Hush! Or you’ll wake him!
TWEEDLEDEE:  And then we’d all be kaput.
TWEEDLEDUM:  You know very well you’re not real.

KING OF HEARTS:  (Sings.)
When you’re evil, you are simply divine! (Snuggles up to her.)

QUEEN OF HEARTS:  (Sings.)
When I’m in the mood, one phrase I love said…

QUEEN/KING:  (Sing.) Nothing brings a smile like, (Shout.) “Off with a 
head!” (MUSIC OUT.)

ALICE:  I don’t mean to interrupt, but are you perhaps the Queen 
of Hearts?

QUEEN OF HEARTS:  No, I’m the milkman. What’s it look like, child?
ALICE:  My name is Alice, so please Your Majesty.
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  It doesn’t.
ALICE:  Just the same, it’s a great honor to meet you.
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  Curtsey when you address me, girl. This isn’t 

the rodeo.
ALICE:  Yes, of course. (Curtseys.) Your Majesty, it is most awesome to 

be in your presence.
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  Awesome?
ALICE:  Really awesome.
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  (To KING OF HEARTS.) What a queer tongue she 

has, wouldn’t you say?
KING OF HEARTS:  Borderline gibberish.
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  Where do you come from? And where are you 

going? Look up, speak nicely and don’t twiddle your fingers.
KING OF HEARTS:  She hates finger-twiddling.
ALICE:  Where I’ve been and where I’m going—it’s not easy to say.
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  Try.
ALICE:  Well, I fell down a rabbit hole, you see, and came to some 

talking doors. I went through one of them and, well, I lost my way.
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  Your way? I don’t know quite what you mean by 

your way. All the ways here belong to me.
ALICE:  Yes, without question, I should’ve known.
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  There is much you should know.
KING OF HEARTS:  Nicely put, dumpling.
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  Don’t call me dumpling in public.
KING OF HEARTS:  Sorry.
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  Shut up.
KING OF HEARTS:  As you wish.
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  Where was I?
KING OF HEARTS:  Where were you when?
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ALICE:  (Speaks.) Abbreviations are meant to save time.
CATERPILLAR:  (Speaks.) But if you have to explain them, they’re more 

trouble than they’re worth.
ALICE:  (Sings.) Too much information,

Creates a situation
And a nervous anticipation
So we say “T-M-I.”

CATERPILLAR:  (Speaks.) “T-M-I?”
ALICE:  (Speaks.) “T-M-I.”
CATERPILLAR:  (Sings.) Too much information,

When you don’t need clarification
And want to get back to relaxation
So you say “T-M-I.”

ALICE:  (Speaks.) That’s right. Check it out...
(Raps.) Abbreviations save you time
When you’re countin’ letters and they’re on your dime.
Texting, tweeting, every kinda greeting
Short and snappy, it’s an uphill climb.
So, A-P-P means application.
G-A-S, greetings and salutations.

CATERPILLAR:  (Raps.) A shorthand for communication.
ALICE/CATERPILLAR:  (Rap.)

And sometimes they’re even fun to rhyme!
(Sing.) Too much information

ALICE:  (Sings.) We trim down explanation.
CATERPILLAR:  (Sings.) And you save all the consternation.
ALICE/CATERPILLAR:  (Sing.) When we say “T-M-I.”
CATERPILLAR:  (Speaks.) Hmm, interesting.
ALICE:  (Raps.) We’re just cutting to the chase.
CATERPILLAR:  (Raps.)

I see. Take a bunch of letters that you just erase
ALICE:  (Raps.) Acronyms and cryptic symbols,

Saving keystrokes ‘n’ saving space.
S-K-8-R, that means skater.

CATERPILLAR:  (Raps.) And C-U-L-A, see you later, alligator.
ALICE:  (Surprised that he’s picking it up so quickly. Raps.) Check out 

the new communicator.
ALICE/CATERPILLAR:  (Rap.) In the race, you gotta keep the pace!

(Sing.) Too much information,
CATERPILLAR:  (Sings.) L-N-T, lost in translation.

ACT TWO
Scene Five—The Queen of Hearts

MUSIC CUE 12:  “This Is Wretched!”
ALICE listens and slowly approaches the QUEEN OF HEARTS and KING 
OF HEARTS. They do not notice her.
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  (Sings.) This is wretched! Simply wretched!

I refuse to play croquet in the rain.
Wretched! Simply wretched!
Soggy grass and mud’s a mis’rable pain!

KING OF HEARTS:  (Speaks.) There will be other days for croquet.
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  (Speaks.) I was partial to this one.
KING OF HEARTS:  (Sings.) My dear, you simply can’t allow

The rain to spoil your day.
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  (Sings.) If I had Mother Nature now,

She would most dearly pay!
And I say…
This is wretched! Simply wretched!
In the sky the clouds all drizzle and taunt.
Wretched! Simply wretched!
I’m the queen and queens should have what they want!

KING OF HEARTS:  (Speaks.) We could play chess instead.
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  (Speaks.) I’d rather watch a beheading.
KING OF HEARTS:  (Speaks.) There is not one scheduled for today. You 

cleared your slate to play croquet.
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  (Speaks.) Then we must schedule some 

immediately.
KING OF HEARTS:  (Speaks.) For what offense?
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  (Speaks.) Someone must pay for the rain!
KING OF HEARTS:  (Sings.) I’ll do my best to find your fool,

Someone dull and naïve.
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  (Sings.)

We’ll make him break some obscure rule.
His head will then take its leave.

KING OF HEARTS:  (Sings.) All the people will heave!
QUEEN/KING:  (Sing.) This is wretched! Simply wretched!
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  (Sings.)

I won’t sleep a wink ‘til vengeance is mine.
QUEEN/KING:  (Sing.) Wretched! Simply wretched!
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ACT TWO
Scene Five—The Queen of Hearts

MUSIC CUE 12:  “This Is Wretched!”
ALICE listens and slowly approaches the QUEEN OF HEARTS and KING 
OF HEARTS. They do not notice her.
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  (Sings.) This is wretched! Simply wretched!

I refuse to play croquet in the rain.
Wretched! Simply wretched!
Soggy grass and mud’s a mis’rable pain!

KING OF HEARTS:  (Speaks.) There will be other days for croquet.
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  (Speaks.) I was partial to this one.
KING OF HEARTS:  (Sings.) My dear, you simply can’t allow

The rain to spoil your day.
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  (Sings.) If I had Mother Nature now,

She would most dearly pay!
And I say…
This is wretched! Simply wretched!
In the sky the clouds all drizzle and taunt.
Wretched! Simply wretched!
I’m the queen and queens should have what they want!

KING OF HEARTS:  (Speaks.) We could play chess instead.
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  (Speaks.) I’d rather watch a beheading.
KING OF HEARTS:  (Speaks.) There is not one scheduled for today. You 

cleared your slate to play croquet.
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  (Speaks.) Then we must schedule some 

immediately.
KING OF HEARTS:  (Speaks.) For what offense?
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  (Speaks.) Someone must pay for the rain!
KING OF HEARTS:  (Sings.) I’ll do my best to find your fool,

Someone dull and naïve.
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  (Sings.)

We’ll make him break some obscure rule.
His head will then take its leave.

KING OF HEARTS:  (Sings.) All the people will heave!
QUEEN/KING:  (Sing.) This is wretched! Simply wretched!
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  (Sings.)

I won’t sleep a wink ‘til vengeance is mine.
QUEEN/KING:  (Sing.) Wretched! Simply wretched!
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ALICE:  (Speaks.) Abbreviations are meant to save time.
CATERPILLAR:  (Speaks.) But if you have to explain them, they’re more 

trouble than they’re worth.
ALICE:  (Sings.) Too much information,

Creates a situation
And a nervous anticipation
So we say “T-M-I.”

CATERPILLAR:  (Speaks.) “T-M-I?”
ALICE:  (Speaks.) “T-M-I.”
CATERPILLAR:  (Sings.) Too much information,

When you don’t need clarification
And want to get back to relaxation
So you say “T-M-I.”

ALICE:  (Speaks.) That’s right. Check it out...
(Raps.) Abbreviations save you time
When you’re countin’ letters and they’re on your dime.
Texting, tweeting, every kinda greeting
Short and snappy, it’s an uphill climb.
So, A-P-P means application.
G-A-S, greetings and salutations.

CATERPILLAR:  (Raps.) A shorthand for communication.
ALICE/CATERPILLAR:  (Rap.)

And sometimes they’re even fun to rhyme!
(Sing.) Too much information

ALICE:  (Sings.) We trim down explanation.
CATERPILLAR:  (Sings.) And you save all the consternation.
ALICE/CATERPILLAR:  (Sing.) When we say “T-M-I.”
CATERPILLAR:  (Speaks.) Hmm, interesting.
ALICE:  (Raps.) We’re just cutting to the chase.
CATERPILLAR:  (Raps.)

I see. Take a bunch of letters that you just erase
ALICE:  (Raps.) Acronyms and cryptic symbols,

Saving keystrokes ‘n’ saving space.
S-K-8-R, that means skater.

CATERPILLAR:  (Raps.) And C-U-L-A, see you later, alligator.
ALICE:  (Surprised that he’s picking it up so quickly. Raps.) Check out 

the new communicator.
ALICE/CATERPILLAR:  (Rap.) In the race, you gotta keep the pace!

(Sing.) Too much information,
CATERPILLAR:  (Sings.) L-N-T, lost in translation.
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ALICE:  (Sings.) G-R-A-T-Z, congratulations.
ALICE/CATERPILLAR:  (Sing.) And we say “T-M-I.”

Too much information.
ALICE:  (Sings.) Q-S-O, our conversation.
CATERPILLAR:  (Sings.) T-F-T-I, thanks for the invitation.
ALICE/CATERPILLAR:  (Sing.) Gotta say “T-M-I.”

That is why we simplify
To “T-M-I!” (MUSIC OUT.)

ALICE:  I think we should agree to disagree.
CATERPILLAR:  I think we should agree that I’m right and you’re wrong.
ALICE:  It’s probably best that I get going.
CATERPILLAR:  I don’t like you.
ALICE:  I don’t particularly like you.
CATERPILLAR:  You’re being snippy now.
ALICE:  Can you point me toward the garden?
CATERPILLAR:  If I knew where the garden was, I would have eaten it 

by now. (FROG-NEWSIE and FISH-NEWSIE ENTER peddling dueling 
newspapers, as the CATERPILLAR moves OFF.)

End of Scene Three

ACT ONE
Scene Four—Read All About It!

FROG-NEWSIE:  Read all about it!
FISH-NEWSIE:  Hot off the presses!
FROG-NEWSIE:  Queen to play croquet!
FISH-NEWSIE:  Queen invites Duchess for game of croquet!
FROG-NEWSIE:  Get your Daily Toad!
FISH-NEWSIE:  Get your Trout Tribune!
FROG-NEWSIE:  Extra! Extra!
FISH-NEWSIE:  Breaking news!
FROG-NEWSIE:  Croquet today!
FISH-NEWSIE:  In the garden!
FROG-NEWSIE:  Details inside!
FISH-NEWSIE:  Extra! Extra!
ALICE:  In the garden! I’ll take one of those!
FROG-NEWSIE:  One of which, kitten face?
FISH-NEWSIE:  Clearly, she wants a Trout Tribune.
FROG-NEWSIE:  I think she’d prefer a Daily Toad.

LILY:  You shut up, too, Daisy!
ROSE:  I hate it when you all fight over me!
ALICE:  Ladies, you should stop bickering.
VIOLET:  Who are you to tell us what to do?!
DAISY:  Yeah! Who are you!?
ALICE:  If you don’t hold your tongues, I’ll pick you! (FLOWERS gasp 

in terror.)
LILY:  You’re no flower. You’re an animal!
ALICE:  That’s true, actually.
VIOLET:  I feel nauseous.
ROSE:  I feel faint.
DAISY:  Life is cruel.
ALICE:  Don’t worry, I won’t pick you. But I do need your help. Who is 

it that you were describing earlier?
LILY:  Earlier? I couldn’t say.
DAISY:  Flowers have very short-term memories.
ALICE:  You said she had nine points.
ROSE:  That’s not ringing any bells.
ALICE:  You were all having a good laugh over her.
VIOLET:  Laughing? Together? Us?
ROSE:  That seldom happens.
ALICE:  I think the person you were describing may have been the Queen 

of Hearts, and I’m desperately trying to find her croquet game.
LILY:  Is that the queen there?
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  (ENTERS with KING OF HEARTS. They hold croquet 

mallets in the shape of flamingos.) I’ll hear no more on it.
KING OF HEARTS:  Listen to reason, dumpling.
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  The croquet will go on.
KING OF HEARTS:  But there’s rain coming. Look at that storm 

cloud there!
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  What’s a little rain?
KING OF HEARTS:  Everyone knows you can’t play croquet in the rain. 

(FLOWERS become jubilant.)
DAISY:  Rain? Did he say rain?
ROSE:  I think he did. I think he said rain!
FLOWERS:  (Euphoric, they ad lib as they move OFF in giddy laughter.) Rain! 

Yeah, rain! Hooray! I like rain! Open up, ye heavens! Dinner time! etc.
End of Scene Four
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ALICE:  (Sings.) G-R-A-T-Z, congratulations.
ALICE/CATERPILLAR:  (Sing.) And we say “T-M-I.”

Too much information.
ALICE:  (Sings.) Q-S-O, our conversation.
CATERPILLAR:  (Sings.) T-F-T-I, thanks for the invitation.
ALICE/CATERPILLAR:  (Sing.) Gotta say “T-M-I.”

That is why we simplify
To “T-M-I!” (MUSIC OUT.)

ALICE:  I think we should agree to disagree.
CATERPILLAR:  I think we should agree that I’m right and you’re wrong.
ALICE:  It’s probably best that I get going.
CATERPILLAR:  I don’t like you.
ALICE:  I don’t particularly like you.
CATERPILLAR:  You’re being snippy now.
ALICE:  Can you point me toward the garden?
CATERPILLAR:  If I knew where the garden was, I would have eaten it 

by now. (FROG-NEWSIE and FISH-NEWSIE ENTER peddling dueling 
newspapers, as the CATERPILLAR moves OFF.)

End of Scene Three

ACT ONE
Scene Four—Read All About It!

FROG-NEWSIE:  Read all about it!
FISH-NEWSIE:  Hot off the presses!
FROG-NEWSIE:  Queen to play croquet!
FISH-NEWSIE:  Queen invites Duchess for game of croquet!
FROG-NEWSIE:  Get your Daily Toad!
FISH-NEWSIE:  Get your Trout Tribune!
FROG-NEWSIE:  Extra! Extra!
FISH-NEWSIE:  Breaking news!
FROG-NEWSIE:  Croquet today!
FISH-NEWSIE:  In the garden!
FROG-NEWSIE:  Details inside!
FISH-NEWSIE:  Extra! Extra!
ALICE:  In the garden! I’ll take one of those!
FROG-NEWSIE:  One of which, kitten face?
FISH-NEWSIE:  Clearly, she wants a Trout Tribune.
FROG-NEWSIE:  I think she’d prefer a Daily Toad.
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LILY:  You shut up, too, Daisy!
ROSE:  I hate it when you all fight over me!
ALICE:  Ladies, you should stop bickering.
VIOLET:  Who are you to tell us what to do?!
DAISY:  Yeah! Who are you!?
ALICE:  If you don’t hold your tongues, I’ll pick you! (FLOWERS gasp 

in terror.)
LILY:  You’re no flower. You’re an animal!
ALICE:  That’s true, actually.
VIOLET:  I feel nauseous.
ROSE:  I feel faint.
DAISY:  Life is cruel.
ALICE:  Don’t worry, I won’t pick you. But I do need your help. Who is 

it that you were describing earlier?
LILY:  Earlier? I couldn’t say.
DAISY:  Flowers have very short-term memories.
ALICE:  You said she had nine points.
ROSE:  That’s not ringing any bells.
ALICE:  You were all having a good laugh over her.
VIOLET:  Laughing? Together? Us?
ROSE:  That seldom happens.
ALICE:  I think the person you were describing may have been the Queen 

of Hearts, and I’m desperately trying to find her croquet game.
LILY:  Is that the queen there?
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  (ENTERS with KING OF HEARTS. They hold croquet 

mallets in the shape of flamingos.) I’ll hear no more on it.
KING OF HEARTS:  Listen to reason, dumpling.
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  The croquet will go on.
KING OF HEARTS:  But there’s rain coming. Look at that storm 

cloud there!
QUEEN OF HEARTS:  What’s a little rain?
KING OF HEARTS:  Everyone knows you can’t play croquet in the rain. 

(FLOWERS become jubilant.)
DAISY:  Rain? Did he say rain?
ROSE:  I think he did. I think he said rain!
FLOWERS:  (Euphoric, they ad lib as they move OFF in giddy laughter.) Rain! 

Yeah, rain! Hooray! I like rain! Open up, ye heavens! Dinner time! etc.
End of Scene Four
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FISH-NEWSIE:  Would you rather have a paper that gives you the news, 
or one that gives you warts?

FROG-NEWSIE:  For the last time, frogs don’t cause warts!
FISH-NEWSIE:  Which’ll it be, sweetkins?
ALICE:  Well, what’s the difference between the two papers?
FROG-NEWSIE:  One’s written by a frog.
FISH-NEWSIE:  The other’s written by a fish.
ALICE:  Those aren’t really selling points.
FROG-NEWSIE:  What’re you trying to say?
FISH-NEWSIE:  You being a bigmouth?
ALICE:  Tell you what—just give me one of each.
FROG-NEWSIE:  Hey, hey, you got it! That’ll be two flies.
ALICE:  Two flies?
FROG-NEWSIE:  Costs two flies a copy.
ALICE:  But I don’t have two flies. (To FISH-NEWSIE.) How much for 

yours?
FISH-NEWSIE:  Two worms, but I’ll come down to a worm and a half.
FROG-NEWSIE:  I’ll match his price.
ALICE:  I’m afraid I don’t have any flies or any worms.
FROG-NEWSIE:  What do you got?
ALICE:  I’m afraid I’ve nothing to offer you.
FROG-NEWSIE:  So long, popsicle. You’re out of luck.
FISH-NEWSIE:  See you later, bright eyes.
ALICE:  Wait. The garden where the queen’s croquet match is to 

take place, I must find it. It’s one of the reasons I’ve come to 
Wonderland. (MUSIC CUE 3a:  “Dance Party Music.” EVERYONE 
dances. MUSIC OUT.)

FROG-NEWSIE:  Quickest way is through the woods there.
FISH-NEWSIE:  Straight shot.
FROG-NEWSIE:  But be careful…
FISH-NEWSIE:  There are some strange characters in those woods.
ALICE:  Stranger than a frog and fish selling newspapers?
FROG-NEWSIE:  Yup. (They start to leave, their voices trailing off.)
FISH-NEWSIE:  Read all about it!
FROG-NEWSIE:  Hot off the presses!
FISH-NEWSIE:  Get your Trout Tribune!
FROG-NEWSIE:  Get your Daily Toad!
FROG-NEWSIE/FISH-NEWSIE:  Queen to play croquet! (They’re OUT.)

VIOLET:  Or a very old one! (Unable to contain their laughter, the 
FLOWERS guffaw.)

ALICE:  (To herself.) The Cheshire Cat was right—laughing flowers! This 
must be the garden!

ROSE:  Well, well. Here comes another.
DAISY:  Similar in ways.
LILY:  Though less faded.
VIOLET:  And less withered.
ROSE:  But very mobile.
ALICE:  (Approaches the FLOWERS.) Am I mistaken, or were you just 

talking with each other?
LILY:  We can talk when there’s anybody worth talking to.
ALICE:  And can all flowers talk?
DAISY:  As well as you can. And a great deal louder.
ALICE:  I’m Alice.
VIOLET:  I’ve no recollection of a flower called Alice.
ALICE:  Well, I’m not—
ROSE:  Just the same, her face has got some sense in it, though it’s 

not a clever one.
DAISY:  Still, she’s a good color.
LILY:  I don’t care about color. If only her petals curled up a little more, 

she’d be all right.
VIOLET:  I’ve seen worse flowers.
DAISY:  Me, too.
ROSE:  Well, she’s no rose. That’s for sure.
LILY:  What’s that supposed to mean?
VIOLET:  Yeah. Are you implying you’re better than us?
ROSE:  Well, yes, I am. Isn’t it generally accepted that roses are the 

loveliest of flowers?
DAISY:  You are so high and mighty.
LILY:  Always going around like your you-know-what doesn’t stink.
ROSE:  Well, it doesn’t—I’m a rose.
VIOLET:  Oh, the gall!
LILY:  You see, this is why I can’t be around you.
ROSE:  Because you feel inferior?
LILY:  That’s it! If I could get at you, you’d be in trouble, Rosie!
VIOLET:  You’re all talk, Lily!
LILY:  Shut up, Violet!
DAISY:  Don’t tell Violet to shut up!
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FLEXIBLE CASTING
Most characters, other than ALICE, QUEEN and KING can be played as 
either male or female.

For a smaller cast, FISH-NEWSIE and FROG-NEWSIE can be doubled 
with the two CHESHIRE CATS. The role of DORMOUSE can be doubled 
with HUMPTY-DUMPTY, and CATERPILLAR with the KING.

For a larger cast, feel free to add more doors, flowers, chorus members 
and guards as desired. These roles can be non-speaking or lines can 
be redistributed.

The CHORUS PARTS allow for even more flexibility in both the size and 
gender balance of the cast.

LOWERING ITEMS FROM ABOVE

If it is not possible to have items lowered from above the stage in 
Scene Two, another option is to have a fishing pole lower items from 
offstage. For a humorous touch, an onstage CHORUS MEMBER could 
even hold the fishing pole.

The egg in Scene Nine can be lobbed on from offstage.

THE HOOKAH
In keeping with Lewis Carroll’s original work (and even how Disney 
chose to portray the character), the CATERPILLAR in this adaptation 
smokes a hookah. If a real hookah is unobtainable or not desired for 
your production, something vaguely resembling a hookah can be made 
fairly easily using a two-liter pop bottle and some hosing material.

HUMPTY-DUMPTY’S WALL
The wall should be built on a wagon which can be rolled IN with Humpty-
Dumpty already sitting on it. CHORUS MEMBERS can help roll it in, if 
needed. The wall does not need to be very high, but should conceal a 
matt or foam pad behind it to soften the actor’s fall.
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ALICE@WONDERLAND—THE MUSICAL

BASED ON THE WORKS OF LEWIS CARROLL
Adapted for the stage by JONATHAN YUKICH

Music by BILL FRANCOEUR
Lyrics by SCOTT DeTURK

with additional lyrics by BILL FRANCOEUR

CAST OF CHARACTERS
(In Order of Speaking)

# of lines

ALICE ..................................................................................... 292
WHITE RABBIT .......................................................................... 40
QUEEN OF HEARTS ................................................................... 58
CATERPILLAR ............................................................................ 21
FROG-NEWSIE ........................................................................... 23
FISH-NEWSIE ............................................................................ 19
*CHESHIRE CAT ........................................................................ 43
MAD HATTER ............................................................................ 63
MARCH HARE ........................................................................... 45
DORMOUSE .............................................................................. 20
TWEEDLEDUM .......................................................................... 37
TWEEDLEDEE ........................................................................... 32
HUMPTY-DUMPTY...................................................................... 45
KING OF HEARTS ...................................................................... 47

**CHORUS PARTS
ENSEMBLE ................................................................................. 7
DOOR ONE ............................................................................... 26
DOOR TWO ............................................................................... 17
DOOR THREE ............................................................................ 17
TINY DOOR ............................................................................... 32
LILY .......................................................................................... 15
ROSE ....................................................................................... 16
DAISY ...................................................................................... 13
VIOLET ..................................................................................... 11
QUEEN’S GUARD ONE ................................................................. 2
QUEEN’S GUARD TWO ................................................................. 2
Also, as the STORM, KITTY KAT CHORUS, and THE KING’S MEN.

*The CHESHIRE CAT is played by two actors.

**CHORUS PARTS require a minimum of four actors and can 
accommodate as many more as desired.

ALICE:  Print is so dead. Hey, wait, come back! Which way through 
the woods? (Begins to chase after them but is run over head-on by 
WHITE RABBIT, who ENTERS in high gear, as always.) Crazy rabbit!

WHITE RABBIT:  I’m late! I’m late!
ALICE:  That’s no reason to run me over!
WHITE RABBIT:  The queen’s to play croquet! She’s to play croquet!
ALICE:  I know already. Chill. Aren’t you going to help me up?
WHITE RABBIT:  (Checks his pocket watch.) No time! No time!
ALICE:  Then, at least let me follow you to the garden.
WHITE RABBIT:  You wouldn’t be able to keep up. I’m terribly tardy 

as it is!
ALICE:  You know, maybe you should take Xanax. My mom says—
WHITE RABBIT:  No time for pharmaceuticals! I’m off! I’m off! I’m off 

to the queen’s croquet! (Races AWAY.)
ALICE:  Hang on a sec! Rabbit! (Thinks about running after him, but 

he is too fast. She walks ahead. As she does, trees and shrubs are 
brought ON, transforming the stage into the woods.)

End of Scene Four

ACT ONE
Scene Five—The Cheshire Cat

Within these woods, CHESHIRE CAT APPEARS, grinning widely at ALICE. 
CHESHIRE CAT should be played by two actors, costumed identically. 
When one appears, the other disappears behind strategically placed 
trees and shrubs—two actors as one cat. This will help capture the 
elusive, vanishing quality of the cat. As the CHESHIRE CAT should 
be continuously disappearing and reappearing elsewhere, the lines 
should be divided up between the two CAT actors based on how the 
scene is staged.
ALICE:  (To herself.) Now what? A cat? (To CHESHIRE CAT.) Here, puss, 

puss. What are you doing out in these woods?
CHESHIRE CAT:  I should ask you the same thing.
ALICE:  Oh, you can speak.
CHESHIRE CAT:  This is news to you?
ALICE:  My cat Dinah, she can’t speak.
CHESHIRE CAT:  I’ll wager that she can, but chooses not to.
ALICE:  Oh, she tries, but whenever she opens her mouth, all that 

comes out is—
CHESHIRE CAT:  Meow?
ALICE:  Yes!

The world you live in Sha doo bee doo, doo wop
 sha wada wada!
Seems strange to me. Sha doo bee doo, doo wop
 sha wada wada!
But under the surface Ah.
There’s bound to be Ah.

CHESHIRE CAT/ALICE/ KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sing.)
A world of truth, a world of fantasy.
All worlds have similarity.

CHESHIRE CAT/ALICE:  (Sing.) KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sings.)
A world of truth, Sha doo bee doo, doo wop
 sha wada wada!
A world of fan…. Sha doo bee doo, doo wop
fantasy sha wada wada!

CHESHIRE CAT/ALICE/ KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sing.)
Fantasy! (KITTY KAT CHORUS EXITS. SPOTLIGHT begins to FADE on 
CHESHIRE CAT.)

ALICE:  (Speaks.) Wait. You’re fading.
CHESHIRE CAT:  (Speaks.) My grin is scheduled elsewhere.
ALICE:  (Speaks.) You’re disappearing.
CHESHIRE CAT:  (Speaks.) Perhaps we’ll meet at croquet.
ALICE:  (Speaks.) I’ll ask once more. Where is this garden?
CHESHIRE CAT:  (Speaks.) But I’ve already said.
ALICE:  (Speaks.) Why do you have to be so evasive and difficult?
CHESHIRE CAT:  (Speaks.) I’m a cat.
ALICE:  (Speaks.) Come back, please.
CHESHIRE CAT:  (Speaks.) Follow the sound of the laughing flowers... 

(SPOTLIGHT OUT. ALICE is frustrated. MUSIC OUT.)
End of Scene Three

ACT TWO
Scene Four—Garden of the Laughing Flowers

Four from the CHORUS toddle IN as FLOWERS—LILY, ROSE, DAISY and 
VIOLET. They snicker to themselves, holding back a larger laugh.
LILY:  What an odd sight she was!
ROSE:  All puffed up!
DAISY:  With nine points!
VIOLET:  And petals like stumps!
LILY:  What sort of flower do you think she was?
ROSE:  Like none I’ve ever seen.
DAISY:  Possibly she’s a new flower.

Scene Six:
Trumpet, scroll (WHITE RABBIT)
Doorknob (DOOR ONE)
Teacup, biscuit (MAD HATTER)

Scene Seven:
Cell phone (ALICE)

SOUND EFFECTS
Laughter and clanking dishes, swooshing of great wings, booming 
squawk, ominous music sting, trumpet fanfare, cell phone ring.

LIGHTING

Using SPOTLIGHTS allows characters to “APPEAR” instead of being 
seen walking on. With two actors playing CHESHIRE CAT, spotlights can 
also be used to create the illusion of the cat appearing and reappearing 
on different sides of the stage.

At the beginning of each scene, the scene title can be projected on a 
flat. Projections can also include an illustration from the book or an 
original interpretation.

COSTUME SUGGESTIONS
Characters are familiar enough where each production can decide on 
costumes based on their individual budget constraints.

ALICE should wear a modern spin on the classic look.

ANIMAL characters can be in full costumes or simply with 
representational touches such as ears and a tail for DORMOUSE, etc.

TWEEDLEDUM and TWEEDLEDEE should have matching 
schoolboy costumes.

QUEEN wears a Queen of Hearts card costume, as should the other 
“hearts” (KING, GUARDS). KING and QUEEN have crowns. QUEEN also 
wears spectacles and might carry a scepter of some sort.

CHESHIRE CAT needs to be played by two actors, so they should be 
indistinguishable, perhaps with a mask that highlights the “grin.”

FLOWERS should dress like their actual flower if not double or triple 
casted with other chorus parts.

If using extensive double or triple casting, actors playing the CHORUS 
PARTS could wear solid colors to which they add simple adornments 
for each role, e.g., pedal headpieces for the flowers, vests decorated 
with hearts for the guards, cat ears for the Kitty Kat chorus, etc.
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SET DESCRIPTION
The show is played on a bare stage. Various props are brought on to 
create a forest, a tea party, Humpty-Dumpty’s wall and a courtroom.

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
Action between scenes should flow continuously.

ACT ONE
Prologue
Scene One—Alice on the Bank
Scene Two—The Hall of Strange Doors
Scene Three—Encounter with a Caterpillar
Scene Four—Read All About It!
Scene Five—The Cheshire Cat
Scene Six—A Mad Tea Party
Scene Seven—Tweedledum and Tweedledee

ACT TWO
Scene One—The Jabberwock!
Scene Two—Humpty-Dumpty and His Wall
Scene Three—The Cheshire Cat Returns
Scene Four—Garden of the Laughing Flowers
Scene Five—The Queen of Hearts
Scene Six—Alice on Trial
Scene Seven—Alice on the Bank

SEQUENCE OF MUSICAL NUMBERS
ACT ONE

MC 1 Alice@Wonderland–Prologue...............Ensemble
MC1a The Storm ........................................Alice, Chorus
MC1b Dance Party Music ............................Instrumental
MC1c Dance Party Music ............................Instrumental
MC 2 It’s a Wonderful Place ........................Tiny Door, Chorus
MC2a Alice’s Transformation ........................Instrumental
MC2b Dance Party Music ............................Instrumental
MC 3 Too Much Information ........................Caterpillar, Alice
MC3a Dance Party Music ............................Instrumental
MC4 We’re All Mad ....................................Cheshire Cat, Kitty 

Kat Chorus

CHESHIRE CAT:  Oldest trick in the book. It’s not that she doesn’t talk. 
It’s that she doesn’t talk to you.

ALICE:  That’s a very cruel thing to assume.
CHESHIRE CAT:  I assume nothing.
ALICE:  Can you tell me which way I ought to go from here?
CHESHIRE CAT:  That depends a good deal on where you want to get 

to.
ALICE:  At this point, I don’t much care where—
CHESHIRE CAT:  Then, it doesn’t matter which way you go.
ALICE:  —so long as I get somewhere.
CHESHIRE CAT:  Oh, you’re sure to do that if you only walk enough. 

In that direction lives a Hatter, and in that direction lives a March 
Hare. Over there is the house of Tweedledum and Tweedledee, and 
along that way you ‘ll find Humpty-Dumpty on his wall. Visit any you 
like. They’re all mad.

ALICE:  But I don’t want to go among mad people.
CHESHIRE CAT:  Oh, you can’t help that. (MUSIC CUE 4:  “We’re All 

Mad.” KITTY KAT CHORUS ENTERS. Speaks.) We’re all mad here. I’m 
mad. My Kitty Kats are mad... You’re mad.

ALICE:  (Speaks.) How do you know I’m mad?
CHESHIRE CAT:  (Speaks.) You must be, or you wouldn’t have come here.
CHESHIRE CAT:  (Sings.) KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sings.)

Well, have you heard the Meow.
good news?
Could be it’s really bad news.
No news is good news ‘less Meow.
it’s bad news
Or the other way around.
Our news is most astounding Meow.
And often quite dumbfounding.
It makes a stray cat wanna Meow.
just sing the blues.
News full of contradictions. Meow.
Headlines with bold predictions. Meow.
Always distorting their reporting Meow.
With a purpose to confound. Meow.
Though always disagreeing, Meow.
One thing I’m guaranteeing, Purr, purr! Meow.
There’s one description that will Scratch, scratch! Meow.
Surely amuse. Bite, bite! Meow.
 Meow, meow.

Your world has laughing flowers.
I’d say, a place like that
Sounds sad indeed.
Now that you find yourself
At a place where all paths lead,
Choose wisely before you proceed.
It doesn’t sound like

KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sings.) CHESHIRE CAT:  (Sings.)
Sha la la la! Your world has any patience.
Sha la la la! A place where time goes by,
Sha la la la! Before one knows.
Sha la la la! Time crawls, it can’t fly,
Ooo… And why, do you suppose?

CHESHIRE CAT/KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sing.)
With no wings, time just slowly flows.

CHESHIRE CAT:  (Sings.) KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sings.)
The world you live in Sha doo bee doo, doo wop
 sha wada wada!
Seems to be in a hurry. Sha doo bee doo, doo wop
 sha wada wada!
The world you live in Sha doo bee doo, doo wop
 sha wada wada!
Sounds unaware. Sha doo bee doo, doo wop
 sha wada wada!
If you are here now, Ah.
How could you be there? Ah.

CHESHIRE CAT/KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sing.)
Be in the moment that we share.

ALICE:  (Sings.)   KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sings.)
I feel so lost here Sha la la la!
With no sense of direction. Sha la la la!
I know I don’t fit in and Sha la la la!
I’m so dismayed. Sha la la la!
It’s such a strange land. Ooo…
These aren’t the plans I’d made.

ALICE/KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sing.) It’s so hard not to be afraid!
CHESHIRE CAT/ALICE:  (Sing.) KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sings.)

The world we live in Sha doo bee doo, doo wop
 sha wada wada!
Is more than just appearance. Sha doo bee doo, doo wop
 sha wada wada!

PRODUCTION NOTES

PROPERTIES ONSTAGE
ACT ONE

Scene Five:  Trees, shrubs
Scene Six:  Table, four chairs, teapot, teacups
Scene Seven:  Tree

ACT TWO
Scene Two:  Humpty Dumpty’s wall
Scene Six:  Two thrones, witness stand, benches

PROPERTIES BROUGHT ON
ACT ONE

Scene One:
Cell phone (ALICE)
Pocket watch (WHITE RABBIT)

Scene Two:
Doorknob (DOORS ONE-THREE, TINY DOOR)
Key on a string, bottle on string with “Drink Me” note attached, 

small box on string with cake and note that reads “Eat Me” 
(STAGE CREW or CHORUS MEMBER)

Scene Three:
Hookah pipe (CATERPILLAR)

Scene Four:
Newspapers in satchel (FROG-NEWSIE, FISH-NEWSIE)
Pocket watch (WHITE RABBIT)

Scene Six:
Pocket watch (MAD HATTER)

Scene Seven:
Umbrella (TWEEDLEDUM)

ACT TWO
Scene Two:

Cell phone (ALICE)
Egg (STAGE CREW or CHORUS)

Scene Four:
Flamingo-shaped croquet mallet (KING OF HEARTS, QUEEN 

OF HEARTS)
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MC 5 Tea Time...........................................Mad Hatter, March 
Hare, Dormouse

MC5a Dance Party Music ............................Instrumental
MC 6 Alice’s Dreams ..................................Mad Hatter, March 

Hare, Dormouse, 
Chorus

MC 7 Yo, Here We Go .................................Tweedledee, 
Tweedledum

MC 8 The Jabberwock Is Coming .................Tweedledee, 
Tweedledum, Alice, 
Chorus

ACT TWO
MC8a Entr’Acte–Alice’s Dreams ...................Instrumental
MC 9 Jabberwocky .....................................Chorus with 

soloists
MC 10 Call Up the King ................................Humpty Dumpty, 

Alice, King’s Men
MC 11 The World You Live In.........................Cheshire Cat, Kitty 

Kat Chorus, Alice
MC 12 This Is Wretched! ..............................Queen of Hearts, 

King of Hearts
MC 13 Off with Her Head! .............................Queen of Hearts, 

King of Hearts, 
Chorus

MC 14 Why? ................................................Alice, Chorus
MC14a Alice’s Dreams–Optional Reprise ........Ensemble
MC14b Curtain Call–Off With Her Head ..........Instrumental

We’re all mad! All mad!
Every last one of us is 
quite mad! Quite mad!
Don’t assume for a minute 
you’re immune.
We’re all mad! All mad!
It’s a fact, can’t refuse it! 
Jabbering, jibbering mad! Jabbering, jibbering mad!
And we’re just about to lose it And we’re just about to lose it!
Some news is idiotic Meow.
Absurd, a bit psychotic Meow.
Harebrained and silly, willy-nilly Meow.
It’s how tightly we are wound. Meow.
Like watches, springs a-popping, Meow.
We’re hopping, never stopping. Purr, purr! Meow.
Like rabbits, frogs and cuddly Scratch, scratch! Meow.
Pink kangaroos. Bite, bite! Meow.
 Meow, meow.
We’re all mad! All mad!
Every last one of us is 
quite mad! Quite mad!
Don’t assume for a minute 
you’re immune.
We’re all mad! All mad!
It’s a fact, can’t refuse it! 
Jabbering, jibbering mad! Jabbering, jibbering mad!
And we’re all about to lose it! And we’re all about to lose it!
Yes, we’re all mad! All mad! 

CHESHIRE CAT/ KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sing.)
Every last one of us is quite mad!
Don’t assume for a minute you’re immune.
We’re all mad!
It’s a fact, can’t refuse it!
Jabbering, jibbering mad!
And we’re all about to lose it!

KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Spoken softly.) Meow.
ALICE:  (Speaking.) Can’t you be still?
CHESHIRE CAT:  (Speaks.) Be still?
KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sings.) Meow.
ALICE:  (Speaks.) You keep coming and going like bad Wi-Fi. It’s 

very rude.

CHESHIRE CAT:  But you’ve come so far.
ALICE:  I just want to go home.
CHESHIRE CAT:  You can’t go home without finding the garden.
ALICE:  I’ll backtrack. I’ll retrace my steps.
CHESHIRE CAT:  What good will that do?
ALICE:  I’ll leave the way I came.
CHESHIRE CAT:  Leave? But you just arrived.
ALICE:  I feel like I’ve spent half my life in this place.
CHESHIRE CAT:  The minutes do move slower here.
ALICE:  All the more reason for me to be going.
CHESHIRE CAT:  You’ll find the going is harder than the coming.
ALICE:  Then won’t you help me find the garden?
CHESHIRE CAT:  You’re not far.
ALICE:  But which way?
CHESHIRE CAT:  Listen. You can hear it.
ALICE:  The garden?
CHESHIRE CAT:  Listen for it.
ALICE:  I don’t hear anything.
CHESHIRE CAT:  The flowers in the garden. You can hear them.
ALICE:  Hear them?
CHESHIRE CAT:  Laughing.
ALICE:  That’s ridiculous.
CHESHIRE CAT:  Perhaps you should stop saying that.
ALICE:  But flowers can’t laugh.
CHESHIRE CAT:  You prefer your flowers to be sad?
ALICE:  Flowers don’t have emotions.
CHESHIRE CAT:  Oh, no? You haven’t spent much time in gardens.
ALICE:  If my phone worked, I’d prove it.
CHESHIRE CAT:  Maybe it’s time for you to put your phone away and 

take note of the world you live in. (MUSIC CUE 11:  “The World You 
Live In.” KITTY KAT CHORUS ENTERS during the following dialogue.)

ALICE:  (Speaks.) It’s impossible to know where you stand here with 
everyone spouting such nonsense!

CHESHIRE CAT:  (Speaks.) You keep attaching these words—ridiculous, 
nonsense—to your surroundings. Consider whether these words 
are better suited for you.

ALICE:  (Speaks.) But, come on, laughing flowers? Really!
CHESHIRE CAT:  (Speaks.) Again, you’ve missed my point. (Sings.)

It doesn’t sound like

Some day we’ll return in stardust and moonbeams,
Fantastic creations of Alice’s dreams. (MUSIC OUT.)

CURTAIN CALL
MUSIC CUE 14b:  “Curtain Call–Off With Her Head.”

1
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RIGHTS MUST BE PURCHASED BEFORE REPRODUCING THIS  SCRIPT
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ALICE@WONDERLAND—THE MUSICAL

Prologue
AT RISE:  MUSIC CUE 1:  “Alice@Wonderland-Prologue”
ENSEMBLE:  (ENTERS and sings.) Alice at Wonderland

With her latest and smartest phone in hand.
Alice at Wonderland.
She is tweeting and texting in a whirl.
When out of the blue comes
Oh, you-know-who to
Push all the buttons of this girl,
Taking her down into another world
That shapes and morphs,
It shrinks and dwarfs that
Alice at Wonderland!
Out of range, out of touch, no wireless band.
Alice at Wonderland!
Signals all busy, leaves her in a tizzy.
Too dizzy to understand!
Alice at Wonderland!
Way beyond anything that she had planned.
Alice at Wonderland!
Meeting creatures and characters bizarre!
With clocks madly spinning,
Cats slyly grinning.
No GPS says where you are.
Eggs getting cracked,
And subjects getting hacked.
In fact, even the doors react to
Alice at Wonderland!
No dot net, no dot org and no dot com.
Just Alice at Wonderland!
Faking her way, while acting with aplomb,
She takes the stand.
She is Alice at Wonderland! (ENSEMBLE EXITS. MUSIC OUT.)

End of Prologue

ACT ONE
Scene One—Alice on the Bank

LIGHTS UP on ALICE speaking on her cell phone.
ALICE: (Giddy.) It… has… everything! Blazing speed, unlimited text 

and talk! (Beat.) Well, sure it has apps. What’s the use of a smart 
phone without apps?

CHESHIRE CAT:  (Speaks.) What can I say? I’m mad.
KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Speaks.) We’re all mad. (They giggle.)
CHESHIRE CAT/KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sing.) Meow. (MUSIC OUT.)
CHESHIRE CAT:  Do you play croquet with the queen today?
ALICE:  Oh, I’d like to very much! But I wasn’t invited.
CHESHIRE CAT:  Have you played before?
ALICE:  Never. I hardly know the game at all.
CHESHIRE CAT:  Well, you needn’t an invitation, so long as you have 

the proper equipment.
ALICE:  A mallet and ball?
CHESHIRE CAT:  A hedgehog and flamingo.
ALICE:  I don’t see what those have to do with croquet.
CHESHIRE CAT:  How would you know if you haven’t played?
ALICE:  I’m getting a headache talking to you.
CHESHIRE CAT:  Is it my purr?
ALICE:  It’s your grin.
CHESHIRE CAT:  I’m of the opinion that more cats should grin. We’d 

have a much rosier reputation.
ALICE:  I somehow doubt that. (MUSIC CUE 5:  “Tea Time.” [NOTE:  This 

cue continues into the following scene.])
CHESHIRE CAT:  (Speaks.) Ah, the tea party’s underway. I wonder if 

they’ve saved me a seat. No matter if they haven’t. I can never 
stay. It’s just nice to be thought of. I’ll be on my way now, and I’ll 
be taking my grin with me! (EXITS with KITTY KAT CHORUS. ALICE 
watches the cats go as chairs and a table with settings for tea are 
brought ON).

End of Scene Five

ACT ONE
Scene Six—A Mad Tea Party

MAD HATTER and MARCH HARE sit at one end of the table. DORMOUSE 
sits between them and is half asleep.
MAD HATTER:  (Sings.) Tea time!
MARCH HARE:  (Sings.) Tea time!
DORMOUSE:  (Sings.) Tea time!
MARCH HARE/DORMOUSE/MAD HATTER:  (Sing.)

Sippin’ a hot cup of tea.
We’re civilized as can be.
Pinky salutes, dressed in our best suits
As we lift up our cups daintily.

Filled with this feeling of dread.
I always sense that my bottom is just about to roll.
This balance issue’s begun to take its toll.
Scared of the “big fall,”
Teetering here on this wall.
(R&B scream.) Ah! Ow! (Shouts.) Call up the king!
(Sings.) Tell him Humpty’s just about to splat!
(Speaks.) Call up the king!
(Sings.) I won’t look good, sprawled out flat!
Bring all the king’s horses and all the king’s men.
I’m prayin’ they can glue this egg together again.
(Speaks.) Call up the king!
Tell him Humpty’s just about to crash!
Call up the king!
(Sings.) I’ll end up (Speaks.) scrambled with a smash!
(Sings.) Bring all the king’s horses and all the king’s men.
I’m prayin’ they can glue this egg together again.
(Speaks.) Ow! I’m slipping! I’m slipping! Call the king! Call the king! 
(Falls behind the wall, out of sight.) Ahhhh!

ALICE:  (Speaks.) Are you all right? (An actual egg falls from above,
going splat CENTER STAGE. [See PRODUCTION NOTES.]) Oh, no,
that’s not good. (CHORUS ENTERS as the KING’S MEN, riding on 
their horses, which should be mimed. They clean up the egg and 
help HUMPTY-DUMPTY OFF in an orderly, business-like fashion.
ALICE watches in shock.)

KING’S MEN:  (Sing as they work.)
All the king’s horses and all the king’s men
Couldn’t glue Humpty back together again!
I say, all the king’s horses and all the king’s men
Couldn’t glue Humpty back together again!
All the king’s horses and all the king’s men
Couldn’t glue Humpty back together again!
I say, all the king’s horses and all the king’s men
Couldn’t glue Humpty back together again! (The CHORUS also 
takes the wall OFF with them as they EXIT and the CHESHIRE CAT 
APPEARS behind ALICE in a SPOTLIGHT. MUSIC OUT.)

End of Scene Two

ACT TWO
Scene Three—The Cheshire Cat Returns

CHESHIRE CAT:  How are you getting on?
ALICE:  I’ll never find this garden.

Preparing to die.
Now I’m standing here
In total shock,
My only question, why?
Why did I take this journey?
My courage put to task
Facing the strangest situations
Here forever left to ask…
(LIGHTS UP DIM on ENTIRE ENSEMBLE as the ENTER.)

ALICE/ENSEMBLE:  (Sing.) Why don’t all poems
End with a rhyme?
Why don’t all flowers laugh?
Why can’t we slow time?
Why don’t all doors lead
Where we want to go?
Why don’t all cats smile
And talk a while
About the things they know?
Though these questions may linger,
One lesson I have learned.
We shouldn’t fear things we don’t understand
Or things we hadn’t planned,
Let your mind expand…
In Wonderland. (LIGHTS FADE on ALL except ALICE who is 
SPOTLIGHTED. SOUND EFFECT:  CELL PHONE RINGS three times.
On the third ring, ALICE answers the phone.)

ALICE:  (Speaks.) This is Alice. (BLACKOUT. MUSIC OUT.)
END OF MUSICAL

LIGHTS UP. OPTIONAL REPRISE—MUSIC CUE 14a:  “Alice’s Dreams–
Reprise.” (NOTE: If not performing this optional number, segue directly 
into CURTAIN CALL.)
ENSEMBLE:  (ENTERS singing.) Lida loo, lida lay,

Lida dum, dee dum day!
In her dozing whimsy we’ve all come to play.
Nonsensical characters, weaving our spell.
As long as she slept we were alive, all was well.
Lida loo, lida lee,
Lida dum, dee dum dee!
We are tripping about in her mad reverie.
We tested her reason while having our fun,
But now she’s awakened and our fun is done.
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SET DESCRIPTION
The show is played on a bare stage. Various props are brought on to 
create a forest, a tea party, Humpty-Dumpty’s wall and a courtroom.

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
Action between scenes should flow continuously.

ACT ONE
Prologue
Scene One—Alice on the Bank
Scene Two—The Hall of Strange Doors
Scene Three—Encounter with a Caterpillar
Scene Four—Read All About It!
Scene Five—The Cheshire Cat
Scene Six—A Mad Tea Party
Scene Seven—Tweedledum and Tweedledee

ACT TWO
Scene One—The Jabberwock!
Scene Two—Humpty-Dumpty and His Wall
Scene Three—The Cheshire Cat Returns
Scene Four—Garden of the Laughing Flowers
Scene Five—The Queen of Hearts
Scene Six—Alice on Trial
Scene Seven—Alice on the Bank

SEQUENCE OF MUSICAL NUMBERS
ACT ONE

MC 1 Alice@Wonderland–Prologue...............Ensemble
MC1a The Storm ........................................Alice, Chorus
MC1b Dance Party Music ............................Instrumental
MC1c Dance Party Music ............................Instrumental
MC 2 It’s a Wonderful Place ........................Tiny Door, Chorus
MC2a Alice’s Transformation ........................Instrumental
MC2b Dance Party Music ............................Instrumental
MC 3 Too Much Information ........................Caterpillar, Alice
MC3a Dance Party Music ............................Instrumental
MC4 We’re All Mad ....................................Cheshire Cat, Kitty 

Kat Chorus

CHESHIRE CAT:  Oldest trick in the book. It’s not that she doesn’t talk. 
It’s that she doesn’t talk to you.

ALICE:  That’s a very cruel thing to assume.
CHESHIRE CAT:  I assume nothing.
ALICE:  Can you tell me which way I ought to go from here?
CHESHIRE CAT:  That depends a good deal on where you want to get 

to.
ALICE:  At this point, I don’t much care where—
CHESHIRE CAT:  Then, it doesn’t matter which way you go.
ALICE:  —so long as I get somewhere.
CHESHIRE CAT:  Oh, you’re sure to do that if you only walk enough. 

In that direction lives a Hatter, and in that direction lives a March 
Hare. Over there is the house of Tweedledum and Tweedledee, and 
along that way you ‘ll find Humpty-Dumpty on his wall. Visit any you 
like. They’re all mad.

ALICE:  But I don’t want to go among mad people.
CHESHIRE CAT:  Oh, you can’t help that. (MUSIC CUE 4:  “We’re All 

Mad.” KITTY KAT CHORUS ENTERS. Speaks.) We’re all mad here. I’m 
mad. My Kitty Kats are mad... You’re mad.

ALICE:  (Speaks.) How do you know I’m mad?
CHESHIRE CAT:  (Speaks.) You must be, or you wouldn’t have come here.
CHESHIRE CAT:  (Sings.) KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sings.)

Well, have you heard the Meow.
good news?
Could be it’s really bad news.
No news is good news ‘less Meow.
it’s bad news
Or the other way around.
Our news is most astounding Meow.
And often quite dumbfounding.
It makes a stray cat wanna Meow.
just sing the blues.
News full of contradictions. Meow.
Headlines with bold predictions. Meow.
Always distorting their reporting Meow.
With a purpose to confound. Meow.
Though always disagreeing, Meow.
One thing I’m guaranteeing, Purr, purr! Meow.
There’s one description that will Scratch, scratch! Meow.
Surely amuse. Bite, bite! Meow.
 Meow, meow.

Your world has laughing flowers.
I’d say, a place like that
Sounds sad indeed.
Now that you find yourself
At a place where all paths lead,
Choose wisely before you proceed.
It doesn’t sound like

KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sings.) CHESHIRE CAT:  (Sings.)
Sha la la la! Your world has any patience.
Sha la la la! A place where time goes by,
Sha la la la! Before one knows.
Sha la la la! Time crawls, it can’t fly,
Ooo… And why, do you suppose?

CHESHIRE CAT/KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sing.)
With no wings, time just slowly flows.

CHESHIRE CAT:  (Sings.) KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sings.)
The world you live in Sha doo bee doo, doo wop
 sha wada wada!
Seems to be in a hurry. Sha doo bee doo, doo wop
 sha wada wada!
The world you live in Sha doo bee doo, doo wop
 sha wada wada!
Sounds unaware. Sha doo bee doo, doo wop
 sha wada wada!
If you are here now, Ah.
How could you be there? Ah.

CHESHIRE CAT/KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sing.)
Be in the moment that we share.

ALICE:  (Sings.)   KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sings.)
I feel so lost here Sha la la la!
With no sense of direction. Sha la la la!
I know I don’t fit in and Sha la la la!
I’m so dismayed. Sha la la la!
It’s such a strange land. Ooo…
These aren’t the plans I’d made.

ALICE/KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sing.) It’s so hard not to be afraid!
CHESHIRE CAT/ALICE:  (Sing.) KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sings.)

The world we live in Sha doo bee doo, doo wop
 sha wada wada!
Is more than just appearance. Sha doo bee doo, doo wop
 sha wada wada!

PRODUCTION NOTES

PROPERTIES ONSTAGE
ACT ONE

Scene Five:  Trees, shrubs
Scene Six:  Table, four chairs, teapot, teacups
Scene Seven:  Tree

ACT TWO
Scene Two:  Humpty Dumpty’s wall
Scene Six:  Two thrones, witness stand, benches

PROPERTIES BROUGHT ON
ACT ONE

Scene One:
Cell phone (ALICE)
Pocket watch (WHITE RABBIT)

Scene Two:
Doorknob (DOORS ONE-THREE, TINY DOOR)
Key on a string, bottle on string with “Drink Me” note attached, 

small box on string with cake and note that reads “Eat Me” 
(STAGE CREW or CHORUS MEMBER)

Scene Three:
Hookah pipe (CATERPILLAR)

Scene Four:
Newspapers in satchel (FROG-NEWSIE, FISH-NEWSIE)
Pocket watch (WHITE RABBIT)

Scene Six:
Pocket watch (MAD HATTER)

Scene Seven:
Umbrella (TWEEDLEDUM)

ACT TWO
Scene Two:

Cell phone (ALICE)
Egg (STAGE CREW or CHORUS)

Scene Four:
Flamingo-shaped croquet mallet (KING OF HEARTS, QUEEN 

OF HEARTS)
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ALICE@WONDERLAND—THE MUSICAL

BASED ON THE WORKS OF LEWIS CARROLL
Adapted for the stage by JONATHAN YUKICH

Music by BILL FRANCOEUR
Lyrics by SCOTT DeTURK

with additional lyrics by BILL FRANCOEUR

CAST OF CHARACTERS
(In Order of Speaking)

# of lines

ALICE ..................................................................................... 292
WHITE RABBIT .......................................................................... 40
QUEEN OF HEARTS ................................................................... 58
CATERPILLAR ............................................................................ 21
FROG-NEWSIE ........................................................................... 23
FISH-NEWSIE ............................................................................ 19
*CHESHIRE CAT ........................................................................ 43
MAD HATTER ............................................................................ 63
MARCH HARE ........................................................................... 45
DORMOUSE .............................................................................. 20
TWEEDLEDUM .......................................................................... 37
TWEEDLEDEE ........................................................................... 32
HUMPTY-DUMPTY...................................................................... 45
KING OF HEARTS ...................................................................... 47

**CHORUS PARTS
ENSEMBLE ................................................................................. 7
DOOR ONE ............................................................................... 26
DOOR TWO ............................................................................... 17
DOOR THREE ............................................................................ 17
TINY DOOR ............................................................................... 32
LILY .......................................................................................... 15
ROSE ....................................................................................... 16
DAISY ...................................................................................... 13
VIOLET ..................................................................................... 11
QUEEN’S GUARD ONE ................................................................. 2
QUEEN’S GUARD TWO ................................................................. 2
Also, as the STORM, KITTY KAT CHORUS, and THE KING’S MEN.

*The CHESHIRE CAT is played by two actors.

**CHORUS PARTS require a minimum of four actors and can 
accommodate as many more as desired.

ALICE:  Print is so dead. Hey, wait, come back! Which way through 
the woods? (Begins to chase after them but is run over head-on by 
WHITE RABBIT, who ENTERS in high gear, as always.) Crazy rabbit!

WHITE RABBIT:  I’m late! I’m late!
ALICE:  That’s no reason to run me over!
WHITE RABBIT:  The queen’s to play croquet! She’s to play croquet!
ALICE:  I know already. Chill. Aren’t you going to help me up?
WHITE RABBIT:  (Checks his pocket watch.) No time! No time!
ALICE:  Then, at least let me follow you to the garden.
WHITE RABBIT:  You wouldn’t be able to keep up. I’m terribly tardy 

as it is!
ALICE:  You know, maybe you should take Xanax. My mom says—
WHITE RABBIT:  No time for pharmaceuticals! I’m off! I’m off! I’m off 

to the queen’s croquet! (Races AWAY.)
ALICE:  Hang on a sec! Rabbit! (Thinks about running after him, but 

he is too fast. She walks ahead. As she does, trees and shrubs are 
brought ON, transforming the stage into the woods.)

End of Scene Four

ACT ONE
Scene Five—The Cheshire Cat

Within these woods, CHESHIRE CAT APPEARS, grinning widely at ALICE. 
CHESHIRE CAT should be played by two actors, costumed identically. 
When one appears, the other disappears behind strategically placed 
trees and shrubs—two actors as one cat. This will help capture the 
elusive, vanishing quality of the cat. As the CHESHIRE CAT should 
be continuously disappearing and reappearing elsewhere, the lines 
should be divided up between the two CAT actors based on how the 
scene is staged.
ALICE:  (To herself.) Now what? A cat? (To CHESHIRE CAT.) Here, puss, 

puss. What are you doing out in these woods?
CHESHIRE CAT:  I should ask you the same thing.
ALICE:  Oh, you can speak.
CHESHIRE CAT:  This is news to you?
ALICE:  My cat Dinah, she can’t speak.
CHESHIRE CAT:  I’ll wager that she can, but chooses not to.
ALICE:  Oh, she tries, but whenever she opens her mouth, all that 

comes out is—
CHESHIRE CAT:  Meow?
ALICE:  Yes!

The world you live in Sha doo bee doo, doo wop
 sha wada wada!
Seems strange to me. Sha doo bee doo, doo wop
 sha wada wada!
But under the surface Ah.
There’s bound to be Ah.

CHESHIRE CAT/ALICE/ KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sing.)
A world of truth, a world of fantasy.
All worlds have similarity.

CHESHIRE CAT/ALICE:  (Sing.) KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sings.)
A world of truth, Sha doo bee doo, doo wop
 sha wada wada!
A world of fan…. Sha doo bee doo, doo wop
fantasy sha wada wada!

CHESHIRE CAT/ALICE/ KITTY KAT CHORUS:  (Sing.)
Fantasy! (KITTY KAT CHORUS EXITS. SPOTLIGHT begins to FADE on 
CHESHIRE CAT.)

ALICE:  (Speaks.) Wait. You’re fading.
CHESHIRE CAT:  (Speaks.) My grin is scheduled elsewhere.
ALICE:  (Speaks.) You’re disappearing.
CHESHIRE CAT:  (Speaks.) Perhaps we’ll meet at croquet.
ALICE:  (Speaks.) I’ll ask once more. Where is this garden?
CHESHIRE CAT:  (Speaks.) But I’ve already said.
ALICE:  (Speaks.) Why do you have to be so evasive and difficult?
CHESHIRE CAT:  (Speaks.) I’m a cat.
ALICE:  (Speaks.) Come back, please.
CHESHIRE CAT:  (Speaks.) Follow the sound of the laughing flowers... 

(SPOTLIGHT OUT. ALICE is frustrated. MUSIC OUT.)
End of Scene Three

ACT TWO
Scene Four—Garden of the Laughing Flowers

Four from the CHORUS toddle IN as FLOWERS—LILY, ROSE, DAISY and 
VIOLET. They snicker to themselves, holding back a larger laugh.
LILY:  What an odd sight she was!
ROSE:  All puffed up!
DAISY:  With nine points!
VIOLET:  And petals like stumps!
LILY:  What sort of flower do you think she was?
ROSE:  Like none I’ve ever seen.
DAISY:  Possibly she’s a new flower.

Scene Six:
Trumpet, scroll (WHITE RABBIT)
Doorknob (DOOR ONE)
Teacup, biscuit (MAD HATTER)

Scene Seven:
Cell phone (ALICE)

SOUND EFFECTS
Laughter and clanking dishes, swooshing of great wings, booming 
squawk, ominous music sting, trumpet fanfare, cell phone ring.

LIGHTING

Using SPOTLIGHTS allows characters to “APPEAR” instead of being 
seen walking on. With two actors playing CHESHIRE CAT, spotlights can 
also be used to create the illusion of the cat appearing and reappearing 
on different sides of the stage.

At the beginning of each scene, the scene title can be projected on a 
flat. Projections can also include an illustration from the book or an 
original interpretation.

COSTUME SUGGESTIONS
Characters are familiar enough where each production can decide on 
costumes based on their individual budget constraints.

ALICE should wear a modern spin on the classic look.

ANIMAL characters can be in full costumes or simply with 
representational touches such as ears and a tail for DORMOUSE, etc.

TWEEDLEDUM and TWEEDLEDEE should have matching 
schoolboy costumes.

QUEEN wears a Queen of Hearts card costume, as should the other 
“hearts” (KING, GUARDS). KING and QUEEN have crowns. QUEEN also 
wears spectacles and might carry a scepter of some sort.

CHESHIRE CAT needs to be played by two actors, so they should be 
indistinguishable, perhaps with a mask that highlights the “grin.”

FLOWERS should dress like their actual flower if not double or triple 
casted with other chorus parts.

If using extensive double or triple casting, actors playing the CHORUS 
PARTS could wear solid colors to which they add simple adornments 
for each role, e.g., pedal headpieces for the flowers, vests decorated 
with hearts for the guards, cat ears for the Kitty Kat chorus, etc.
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FISH-NEWSIE:  Would you rather have a paper that gives you the news, 
or one that gives you warts?

FROG-NEWSIE:  For the last time, frogs don’t cause warts!
FISH-NEWSIE:  Which’ll it be, sweetkins?
ALICE:  Well, what’s the difference between the two papers?
FROG-NEWSIE:  One’s written by a frog.
FISH-NEWSIE:  The other’s written by a fish.
ALICE:  Those aren’t really selling points.
FROG-NEWSIE:  What’re you trying to say?
FISH-NEWSIE:  You being a bigmouth?
ALICE:  Tell you what—just give me one of each.
FROG-NEWSIE:  Hey, hey, you got it! That’ll be two flies.
ALICE:  Two flies?
FROG-NEWSIE:  Costs two flies a copy.
ALICE:  But I don’t have two flies. (To FISH-NEWSIE.) How much for 

yours?
FISH-NEWSIE:  Two worms, but I’ll come down to a worm and a half.
FROG-NEWSIE:  I’ll match his price.
ALICE:  I’m afraid I don’t have any flies or any worms.
FROG-NEWSIE:  What do you got?
ALICE:  I’m afraid I’ve nothing to offer you.
FROG-NEWSIE:  So long, popsicle. You’re out of luck.
FISH-NEWSIE:  See you later, bright eyes.
ALICE:  Wait. The garden where the queen’s croquet match is to 

take place, I must find it. It’s one of the reasons I’ve come to 
Wonderland. (MUSIC CUE 3a:  “Dance Party Music.” EVERYONE 
dances. MUSIC OUT.)

FROG-NEWSIE:  Quickest way is through the woods there.
FISH-NEWSIE:  Straight shot.
FROG-NEWSIE:  But be careful…
FISH-NEWSIE:  There are some strange characters in those woods.
ALICE:  Stranger than a frog and fish selling newspapers?
FROG-NEWSIE:  Yup. (They start to leave, their voices trailing off.)
FISH-NEWSIE:  Read all about it!
FROG-NEWSIE:  Hot off the presses!
FISH-NEWSIE:  Get your Trout Tribune!
FROG-NEWSIE:  Get your Daily Toad!
FROG-NEWSIE/FISH-NEWSIE:  Queen to play croquet! (They’re OUT.)

VIOLET:  Or a very old one! (Unable to contain their laughter, the 
FLOWERS guffaw.)

ALICE:  (To herself.) The Cheshire Cat was right—laughing flowers! This 
must be the garden!

ROSE:  Well, well. Here comes another.
DAISY:  Similar in ways.
LILY:  Though less faded.
VIOLET:  And less withered.
ROSE:  But very mobile.
ALICE:  (Approaches the FLOWERS.) Am I mistaken, or were you just 

talking with each other?
LILY:  We can talk when there’s anybody worth talking to.
ALICE:  And can all flowers talk?
DAISY:  As well as you can. And a great deal louder.
ALICE:  I’m Alice.
VIOLET:  I’ve no recollection of a flower called Alice.
ALICE:  Well, I’m not—
ROSE:  Just the same, her face has got some sense in it, though it’s 

not a clever one.
DAISY:  Still, she’s a good color.
LILY:  I don’t care about color. If only her petals curled up a little more, 

she’d be all right.
VIOLET:  I’ve seen worse flowers.
DAISY:  Me, too.
ROSE:  Well, she’s no rose. That’s for sure.
LILY:  What’s that supposed to mean?
VIOLET:  Yeah. Are you implying you’re better than us?
ROSE:  Well, yes, I am. Isn’t it generally accepted that roses are the 

loveliest of flowers?
DAISY:  You are so high and mighty.
LILY:  Always going around like your you-know-what doesn’t stink.
ROSE:  Well, it doesn’t—I’m a rose.
VIOLET:  Oh, the gall!
LILY:  You see, this is why I can’t be around you.
ROSE:  Because you feel inferior?
LILY:  That’s it! If I could get at you, you’d be in trouble, Rosie!
VIOLET:  You’re all talk, Lily!
LILY:  Shut up, Violet!
DAISY:  Don’t tell Violet to shut up!

56

FLEXIBLE CASTING
Most characters, other than ALICE, QUEEN and KING can be played as 
either male or female.

For a smaller cast, FISH-NEWSIE and FROG-NEWSIE can be doubled 
with the two CHESHIRE CATS. The role of DORMOUSE can be doubled 
with HUMPTY-DUMPTY, and CATERPILLAR with the KING.

For a larger cast, feel free to add more doors, flowers, chorus members 
and guards as desired. These roles can be non-speaking or lines can 
be redistributed.

The CHORUS PARTS allow for even more flexibility in both the size and 
gender balance of the cast.

LOWERING ITEMS FROM ABOVE

If it is not possible to have items lowered from above the stage in 
Scene Two, another option is to have a fishing pole lower items from 
offstage. For a humorous touch, an onstage CHORUS MEMBER could 
even hold the fishing pole.

The egg in Scene Nine can be lobbed on from offstage.

THE HOOKAH
In keeping with Lewis Carroll’s original work (and even how Disney 
chose to portray the character), the CATERPILLAR in this adaptation 
smokes a hookah. If a real hookah is unobtainable or not desired for 
your production, something vaguely resembling a hookah can be made 
fairly easily using a two-liter pop bottle and some hosing material.

HUMPTY-DUMPTY’S WALL
The wall should be built on a wagon which can be rolled IN with Humpty-
Dumpty already sitting on it. CHORUS MEMBERS can help roll it in, if 
needed. The wall does not need to be very high, but should conceal a 
matt or foam pad behind it to soften the actor’s fall.
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